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day, filling one 




UPD Chief Lew Schatz said 





Beiderman,  a senior 
art 
major,  will join the force 
hut  won't of 
ficially
 become an officer until
 she 
completes the Gilroy police academy 
in mid -May, Schatz said. 
Heideman 
will he the sixth 
UPI)  
cadet





Greg Acton, Barry Barnet.,  Mar-
garet Skerry. 




 have also participated 
in the program and were hired by the 





































































 105 applications were re 
ceived
 
for  four officer positions. said 
UPD Officer 
Paul





 said candidates 
had to 
take a 






went  on 
to an oral hoard 
examination.  
Several candidates
 were recom 
mended by the 
board,  according to 
their performance,
 and interviewed a 
second time. 
Then, they were sched-
uled for




start at the 
Gast. 
IanCollege 
Police  Academy on Jan. 5 
She  will go to Gavilan's academy 
in-
stead
 of San Jose City 
College's  be-
cause it begins about 














 of domestic prob-
lems. 
child abuse and administering 
first aid, the chief said. 
Heideman has yet to 
graduate 
from SJSU,
 hut said she is determined 
to get 
her  degree within a year of her 
return  to SJSU in May, when she 
ends 
her one-year 
probationary  period. 
Beiderman 
joined the cadet 
pro-
gram three 
years  ago and is a cadet 
lieutenant. 
Even  though 


























































where  and 
have 
approached  just 




planning the credit 







space to Plant Operations. 
the  
Student Union, Spartan
 Shops and 
almost es ery 
department on 
campus.  
"Right now our 
hacks are 
against 
the wall.- Hoshiko said. 
The 
space  needed to start 
the 









"If we don't  gel any space, the 












Administration hs lass s state that a 
s retlo umon 




 nom the 
ttitle








Union  resets cd its 
char-
ter in October and must be opened by 
Jan. 19. he said. 




credit union and associate professor of 
















credit union vt ill not he lost. 
"I don't think Me student 
orga-
niierst will let 
it go," Rose said. 
lie said 
if
 the Associated 
Students  
is the only choice. then 
the 
question  




 Credit Union 
will
 change its 
name will have
 to be voted upon







Ruben Chase/. right, 
mounted aboard 
Hansome,  and his partner.
 Offi-
cer Bruce Alexander,














new Nlounled Patrol 
Units. Chavez said the de-
partment will add five 
more units in January. 
Breaking
 new ground in engineering
 
Community  leaders 
honor Project 88 
By Man j Martin 
Daily staff writer 
Community leaders from indus-
trial.  
political and local 









give  a boost 
to SJSU's 
fledgling  Project Iffi. 















Alquist.  9 -
San 










lerton  pointed 




remit-mon  was 
not just 
a 
university pnitect. but a "cooper-
ative venture between state,  industry 
and the people of 
San Jose. 
The State of California has sold 
$27 million in bonds to finance
 its 70 
percent of the 
project.  More  than nine 
industry and
 another $3.2 million is 




 of the School 
of 
Engineering.  
"This is not the first, hut the sec-
ond time 
that
 people have gotten to-
gether to 
help the university.- Ful-
lerton said. 
In the 
early  '50s."we were able 
to break the 




system  on 
engineering  





Engineering, she said. 
Among  those
 on campus to 
cele-
brate the beginning of Project 88 was 
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery. who 
said there were three important el-
ements 
involved
 in the area's ability 
to 
compete ''education.  education
 and 
education. The new engineering 
school,  he said, would 
he 
a place 
where Nobel laureates. working engi-
neers and 
students would all find 
something in common. 
Leo Ruth, of Ruth & Going,
 a 
Santa Clara County -based land 
survey  
company,  said he searched his 
old  re-




ENGINEERING,  hack page 
its members. 
The 
A.S. hoard of directors 
will  
not consider giving the credit union 
space in the 
business
 office at the Stu-
dent Union 







 Hoshiko said. 
"There's no 
guarantee that 
they're  (the 
A.S.  going 
to




 do change our 





























   
Athletes  equal, 
Fullerton
 says 
By Carl Scarbrough 
Daily
 staff writer 
Together 
hut  equal seems
 to be 
the future of intercollegiate athletics at 
SJSU. 
President Gail 
Fullenon said in a 
news  conference yesterday the combi-
nation 
is 
not  an attempt to rob Peter 
to
 
pay  Paul. 
The merger is solely designed to 
conserve resources
 by eliminating a 
duplication
 of services. she said. 
"We've
 had to look for a way,  
not so much to save 
money,  hut a way 
to make the 
money  we have go far-
ther." 
Fullerton  said. 
 'We 




-- two places where budgets 
are 
done,  two places where 
travel
 is 




Last April,  however,
 the Spartan 
Foundation divided its fundraising ef-
forts 
into  two drises.
 At that time.
 Ful-
tenon said the split would 
allow  both 
programs more 




day that a united foundation
 effort 
would be 
more  productixe 
She said that 
last year's division 
was 
motivated by conflict between the 
university











"For a while it was a 
question  of 
if there was going to be an 
annual 
drive last spring.-
 she said. 
Some members of the Spartan 
Foundation did pull off a significant 
drive. hut it was clear
 the university 
had to 









ever had before,'' Fullerton
 said. 
The foundation




conclusion,  she said. The 




will  simply raise funds, 
and the 
university's  athletic adminis-




said the Spartan Foun-
dation 
has  increased the 
size of its 
board
 and is interested
 in adding 
women members. 
The president
 explained the 
two 
athletics 
programs  were created sepa-
rately because,
 at that time,








However,  the 
two
 programs were 
united 
10 years ago 
under the title 
"human




 of athletics is 
not designed 
solely  to benefit the fi-
nancially beleaguered
 men's program, 
hut also has implicit 
benefits  for the 
ssomens program as well, she said. 
If the women's
 program should 
seek to finance 
additional  scholarships 
for the sports
 it would like to build up, 
it will he faced 
with
 the 
burden  of ob-
taining the additional
 funding, she 
said.  
'What
 we are 
hoping  to do 
in the 
combination




situation  where we will have not 
a 
men's  program here and a 
women's
 
program here, hut a Spartan intercolle-
giate athletics 
program.**  Fullerton 
said.
 
Fullerton explained the 
men*s  
funding woes and 
the women's suc-
cess were not a reflection on the man-
agement of those programs. 
She said the 
women's
 program 
hadn't run a deficit in 
part because of 
its patterns of 
funding there are 
about three 
men  athletes for every 
woman.
 
Fullerton said athletics' portion 
of
 









 Each SJSU 




 used to 
supple-
ment programs which give students 
hands-on experience. 
The men's program,  long depen-







 scarce,  
she said. 




television,  the program 
was able 
to carry most of its expenses, such as 
scholarships and travel.  Fullerton said. 
"The men's program was never 




always run a thin program. But the 








However. the Spartan appearance 
at the California  
Bowl is not the saving
 
grace it 




major  income 
from  the 
howl 
will




 of 3.000 
tick-
ets. The funds will 
he used to pay for 
road 
expenses  for the players and 
coaches,  she said. 
"With a little bit of 
luck,  we'll 
break even." 
Fullerton  said. 
In respect
 to the
 combination  of 
physical  education. 
Fullerton  said that 
although it took a 
while, the faculty 
became 




she  is hoping a 
similiar adjustment
 will accompany 
the merger
























 is a 
lone sequoia 
tree
 and a 













a first for SJSU
 
-- a 









 most of 
the work 
has consisted
 of removing 
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sports  program will 
he
 hurt by good
 
reason.  
President Gail Fullerton's move 
to
 merge the 
In the past, men's sports has taken
 first priority 




over women's sports. 
The  SJSU Women's Athletic 














 teams and 
excellent  
programs  for 
men's program 




 women, thus projecting a positive image for the 
the department
 reached a deficit 
of 
$250.000.
 university.  Now these accomplishments are threat -
The Women's
 Athletics
 Department has been
 ened 
by the merger. 
running in the black for several years. It is success-




 this year with 
a budget 
of
 $543,000 while the 
men's  department 
has a budget
 of $1.5 million. 
Associated Students President





















expressed  concern that women's 









 Mos  hase Most




Department  has 
been  suf-





struggling  to 
keep  its program
 alive 
because
 of the 
men's  athletic 
deficit. 
Deck the halls with video tape 
Charlie Brown was right. As it Christmas wasn't coin 
: 




 that end, the San Jose Mercury 
News  recently fea-
tured an article from the illustrious and undoubtedly un-
biased Videomaker 






 and send 
your loved
 
permanent magnetic records they won't  dare throw ow a), 
Boy, oh boy,
 everyone in modern society must be 
waiting anxiously
 to receive one of these little beauties. 
The proud 
author, Patrice York, didn't bother
 to men-
tion any shortcomings video greetings might present They 
presumably don't have any. Everyone in the free world 
owns a VCR,  the exorbitant cost is negligible and any sim-
pleton will see (understand) that and 
agree with her. 
Going on that premise, let's investigate some of the 
liner points of producing a 
Christmas  greeting of renithian 
proportions. 
York starts with the basics. Among the endless ap-
proaches to consider are compiling
 highlights froni the tapes 
you have no doubt 
been shooting of the familv since 
New Year's. What's that' You 
Opinion
 
forgot to capture 
those golden mo-
 ments on tape? Nix that idea. Bet-
ter still, according to York, you will have "an abundance" 
of material left over from last 
year's
 holiday season, Oh, 
sure. If you don't, you're really lagging
 behind, so proceed 
Ito 
the
 next suggestion. 
Think of the 
neat shots you 
can  get
 around the 
house. 
York says. But
 besides panning over Mom baking cookies 
like York suggests, how about scenes of the kids fighting 
over who gets to  open presents first  or the cat leaping onto 
the counter for a little pre -dinner nibbling'? Your friends and 
family will he tickled pink. 
"Don't
 miss capturing the activity under the mistle-
toe,"  York says. Hell, while you're at it. you'd might as 
well roll the camera into the bedroom to show 
everyone  you 
know how Eskimos keep warm. It's all in 




For the cutest sequences of all, though. York suggests 
having the kids act out a scripted scene. How
 
Bin! That way 
everyone can experience the horror of a badly scripted chil-
dren's
 production







school campus. What a treasure. 
As an added treat, York suggests 
getting  the "cos-
tumed gentleman'. to come 
to
 your home. If you don't have 
the inside track with the bearded
 human. in York's hook 
you can just as easily tape lap -sitting 
footage  at your local 
department store. Go 
ahead,





mind  lending 
you their 




is to sell 
blurry  Polaroids. 
hile 
you're  at the mall, go for
 

























featured  in the wonderful
 
tapes  they receive. 
Don't  stop 
there. York 
says


































hold  is surely
 something
































































you  did 





















 of the 














will  make 







forget,  all 
right. 






minutes  of 
tape is 
up to 





































































































































Another of our 











 wife Lucille Ball, died this week. More 
than  30 years 
after its premiere, 
reruns
 of "I Love Lucy" keep Amaz as 
the Cuban -born Ricky Ricardo 
forever
 young and recogniz-
able to new 
hordes
 of television viewers.
 
Remember
 how Ricky used to tell Lucy 
she  couldn't 
be in the show at his club'? 
Remember when Lucy got drunk 
doing  a commercial for the alcohol
-infested health tonic Vi-
tameatavegimin?
 Remember Ricky crooning his Latin love 
songs'?  
Most  of us do
 
because the influence of television re-
runs has turned many Americans
 into sitcom encyclopedias. 
Admit it. We all have 
a favorite sitcom that we can't 
wait  to catch after dinner before the prime time 
shows conic 
on. Even if we've seen
 it 20 times before, we'll sit through 
it again  sometimes quoting 
favorite
 dialogue or trying to 
figure out
 which episode it is during the first few 
seconds.  
We can all hum or 
sing  the theme of these silly sitcoms 
 "Here's the story, of a lovely lady 
. ." or "Who can 
turn the 
world on with her smile? . . " 
 but at the same 
time 
we can't remember the fifth president
 of the United 
States or the 






that  sick'? Should we  
be





tention of television comedy
 
is to make people laugh and 
forget about their problems 
for 3, minutes. The release 
of being 
able
 to see Laverne 
and Shirley 
swimming  
around in a vat of beer is 
what many
 people need to 
unwind, 
however




into our homes every day, sitcom stars have hecome even 
more recognizable than our elected officials. 
Seeing
 Suzanne 
Somers  jiggle 
across the 









 it to us 
daily  and we 
continue to 
lap it up. 
"I
 Love 
Lucy" is said 
to be on 














to teach the 









while  playing 
ball
 in the house 
tries to show the
 value 
of 
telling  the truth 





 Bunch"  
one episode 
has  Marcia get-
ting smashed 
in the nose 
with




 stud Doug 
because  of her 
disfigurement  . 
The 
  tragic 



















 they seem 
and that we 
should 
be happy 
with what we 
have,  even if it 





 Tyler Moore 
Show"  the 
"Chuckles  
Bites





 can be about
 death. 
After  Chuckles 
the 
Clown is 
killed  in a 
parade
 by an 
elephant,  Lou. 
Murray,  
Ted and Sue
 Ann make 
jokes about 
it, much to 
the homir of 
Mary.  At the 




hysterically  at 
everything  as the 
clown is being 
eulogized. 
Funny  and 
true
 to life. 
 
"Gilligan's 
Island"   the 
episode in 
which  the cas-
taways
 find a box 
of radioactive 
vegetable seeds
  tried to 
show the 


































 to be 
grand  literary 
achieve-
ments
 and if  we 
get just 


















































































package  featuring 
his
 greatest live hits,  
has 
sealed
 his reputation as the
 No. I performer in 
rock 'n' roll. 
Far from






song set was 
considered  the 
minimum  number
 possible 
to capture the 
spirit of a 
Springsteen  
performance  live 
while not leaving 
out any of the 
public's  favorite 
live versions of 
his  classic pieces. 
But 
Springsteens
 rise to 




 else, something 
special,  to millions of 
fellow New Jersey 
residents 
it 
has made the 
Garden  State a 





years  ago, if 
someone
 mentioned they 
were  
from 
New Jersey the 
automatic
 reply was (in 
a mock 
New York accent) 
'Yeah,  what exit'?" 
Or,
 "Hay, did 
ya paiked ya kar 
on Thordy-Thorded
 and Thord 
Street, where




help that New Jersey




 for Mafia figures  from 
Philadelphia and New 
York or that one 
of its senators, Harrison Williams. 
became the first 
senator
 in more than 100 years
 to be 
removed from
 office for corruption.
 
It also 
didn't  help that Brendan T. 
Byrne,  one of 
the 
states
 most unpopular governors
 ever, decided to 
name a 
newly -built sports arena
 after himself two days
 
before leaving office 
or that the tomato is the official 
state vegetable. (the
 tomato is techincally a fruit)  
in 
short, New 




 things started changing 
around
 1975. After 
two unsuccessful tries, Atlantic 
City  legalized 
gambling. Its 
unemployment
 rate of 4.4 percent is one 
of the 
lowest
 in the nation. Then, after building a 
sports arena and later, a football stadium,  it enticed 
both New York football teams (Giants and the Jets) 
and a 
basketball  team (Nets) across
 the Hudson River 
to play in New Jersey. It even has 
a hockey team now, 
(11w New Jersey 
Devils)
 fresh from Colorado. 
But
 the state's biggest coup has definitely been 
Bruce
 Springsteen. There was a preview of things to 
come in 1975 when the "Born to Run" LP was 
released. He made the cover of Time and Newsweek 
magazines and was proclaimed by at 
least  one rock 
critic who said. "I have
 seen the future of rock 'n' roll 
and his 
name
 is Bruce Springsteen.' 
He was right, but it wasn't until 1980 and the 
double -album "The River" that Springsteen fully hit 
the national stage. 
His last three albums have sold more than 13 
million copies
 total. The








'Artist of the Year:' seven times by the Rolling Stone 
magazine readers poll. including the last six years 
running. 
His tales of life 
in New Jersey, both good and 
had, heartbreaking and triumphant and his reflections 
on the world from his smalltown. (Asbury Park.)
 
perspective has put the whole state in a better light. 
Now, instead of 
mumbling  when asked what 
state I'm from.
 I say. "New Jersey! Land of 
Springsteen.
 He even did a 
song
 about  my hometown. 
Atlantic City! Captured the spint of it 
completely."  
People seem to offer a certain amount of respect 
to people from 
New  Jersey for coming through the 
hard 
times that New Jersey hands out in abundance 
and a 
sort of envy for 
expenencing  the good
 times that 
only a coastal resort state like New 
Jersey
 can offer. 
Even if that isn't all quite 
true.  Springsteen has 
put those experiences and thoughts
 into a universal 
language that everyone can identify with. That is 
why  
he is 
so popular. You can relate to him. His songs 
have the touch of the 
everyman.
 Its nice to know 
someone  understands where you 
are coming from. 
   
Andrew F. Hamm has been the forum editor.
 The 
Hamm Files appeared every Wednesday without 
fail. The Hamm Files first appeared in "The 
Greyhound," the weekly newspaper of 


































































 on the 
part  of the 
White  House
 - to 


























have stopped to 
consider
 the intentions 
on 




 results already 
achieved. 
Although










positive  results as long ago as 
September 
14. 1985 That 
was  the day 
Presbyterian 








plane carry mg 
military equipment to 
Iran made an 
unscheduled stop in Is-
rael. Arms dealers from Israel have 
since been identified as principals in 
the shipments.
 
Another hostage. limner Amen -











 Weir. the popular 
supposition  
was 
that his release 
had 
been engineered solely
 through the ef-
forts 
of
 Anglican  
envoy
 Terry Waite. 
By 
dealing
 with the 
more  moder-
ate factions in Iran. 
Reagan was mak-
ing progress towards the eventual re-
lease of all the hostages






of money to Cen-
tral America 
don't  alter the 
essential
 
merit of his 
plan; they just make it 
more 
difficult  to separate 
the plan from 
what it became. 
President 
Reagan has 
king  been 
critici/ed 








 refusal to 
negotiate 
with their
 abductors for their
 release. 















the White !louse he must 
shoulder  the 









































thou...it  the Department
 iit 
and 








rills organuation  Matt 
subscripiii,.  
Pied









































 ,end all 
address  sonis
 
irons to Spartan  Dads . San 
Jos,  Slaw Cn. 
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But there is 




 time that the 




 was the reason for 
the 
arms  sale to Iran. All 
indications
 
are that an 
administration  task force
 
was set up in January 
to gain the
 safe 
release of the 
hostages through the sale 
ot weapons
 to groups 
able to negotiate
 
w Mt their captors. 
Although
 there are certain paral-
lels with Watergate the 
two affairs are 
essentially 
quite different.
 Nixon was 
toppled  front the 
presidency 
because  
he authorized a 




 lengths to 
cover them 
511.







a Iss a% s. Reagan can be faulted 
for putting





















course  in 
Washington 
llitcsevci ill










 1 act that the 
solitary
 
goal of the 
anns

































out  of 
Christmas.  I 
say  
Go ahead.




freedom But I 
feel your letter 
isn't
 against 
('hristmas,  it's 
mocking 
religion
 itself I'm 
sorry  you regret 
Christmas









that.  if 
not 



































 in it. 
If someone
 gave you a 
birthday
 
party,  that person would definitely 
vs 
ant you to 
be
 there. Those of us who 
want to celebrate the holiday for reli-
gious reasons Sr MU to keep Christ in it. 
Like you said. Christmas became tra-
dition and 
I'd  say we'll he celebrating 
it 300 
















 the Spartan Daily dated
 
Nov. 25 ("Refugees
 in for rude fly. ak-








it can not feed and house the people al-
ready here. 
Then she suggested that 
some
 
guidlines should be developed 
requir-
ing whomever wanted to come to 





sufficiency,  and to he financially sup-
ported





 is the richest, 
inost powerlul democratic country on 
the 
earth.  It is no great 
mystery  our 
1 armers



















tiansen's theory has some 
basis,  her 
guidelines do not have much 
merit.  
Common  sense 
tells us most 
people  
try 
to learn some 
English  if they






 they do 
not want to learn English or are not ed-
ucated should not justify why they 
should not he in America. If so, then 
why were not 




to America to work 
on the 
plantations and railroads required to do 
the same? Were they required to he 
supported















I trust that Miss 
Christiansen only 
means  to 






about immigrants and refugees without 





own  country or that 
half  of 
them 
died while 
searching  for the freedom 
we have all 
taken  for granted. 
She need 
not he afraid 
that the 
immigrants




 country,  which 
is made up of 
immigrants. where all 
men are created






 life of our 
poor 
people. After 









immigrants  are 
not














people who come 
with  a 
&Cain.
 Whim COnle  
I or I 
reed0111.  1, 
lir, 
come to contribute. And 
they  too. will 








No money for magazine 
Editor. 









 (Magazine project 
needs funding
 OK. Mon. Dec 81 quite 
entertaining.
 I was especially 
amused  
by Ms 
(iodwin's  comment that "there 
are
 lots of conservative 
publications
 
ton Campus),  
but no liberal ones 
giv  
ing views for the other side. 
The only on -campus 
conservative  
publication














And as for 
liberal
 publications, 






 has been 
in name -brand existence for 
a year and 
a half, during 
which it has sem ed 
no 
purpose other than becoming a pain in 
the A.S. 
If there is truly a support
 base of 






raise  MOM fiver that 
length of time? 
Apparently  they aren't 
quite 
devoted  enought ID their cause
 
to 
contribute $7 apiece. And I suppose
 it 





through bona fide fund-
raisers 
such as 
those  sponsored 
by fra-




The A.S. council limo seriously 
question whether it is e%en remotely 
ethical to shell out 51.000 of student 
fees




off -chance that it might someday pub-
lish a single magazine issue which 
will 


















 not he 
































to thank you very much 
for send-
ing a reporter to 
review the San Jose 
Civic 
Light Opera production of 
"Oli-
ver!" It's not an 
easy  task for a citIlege 
paper to cover those events off campus
 
as well as those
 on campus. 
I also do not want to have this let-
ter taken as a 
complaint  on a review. I 
feel that a 
reviewer  is entitled to 
an 
opinion. I do feel 
that
 a reviewer 
should reporter 





in reporting not 
only reflect 
adversely  on the integrity 
of the paper but also 
on the reputation 
of the 
company
 being reported on. 
First of all. Marie Ballentine,
 
portraying 
Mrs.  Sowerberry. was not 
the woman that 
sent Oliver away to an 
apprenticeship. She was, in fact, mar-






 Mrs. Conley, never took 
Oli-
ver in and 
certainly  didn't shower him 
with motherly 
love or hold "hold him 
to 
her bosom." Mrs. Comey was the 








 Miss Nelson is not mak 
ing her 
"theatre
 debut" with our 
pro-
duction of "Oliver!" She is an accom-




Ken Holamon, resident 
senic 
designer  tOr San Jose 
Civic  Light 
Opera,
 has 








title for just two seasons. 
I appreciate the Spartan
 Daily 
being able to send 
Mar; Martin to re-
view our 
production
 of "Oliver!" 
When I attended SJSU
 I wished that 







were  reported 
to the stu-
dents. It 
was even difficult to 
get re-






you again for the time 
and 
space  in your paper 




he able to continue to
 
send re-




that I Vs ill 






















 HAIR PRODUCTS 












Schurra's candies. On sunny 
mornings  he treats











































Monday, December 8 
2 
LOCATIONS I.D.REOUIRED 
SPARTAN SHOPS VAN 
December 
15-19 


































































































































































of fIfc gam,. 
Quarterback: Miami's Terry 
Morris
 set II school
 
records
 and tied 
one 
this season. The 6-hxn-1 senior 
completed 62.7 
percent
 of his passes 
for 
2,165  yards and 19 touchdowns
 
with only 10 
interceptions.  The 




 Gilbert says it's 50-50 on 
whether
 or not Mike Pere/ will start 
for SJSLI.
 The Spartan
 offense, No. 1 -
ranked in the nation, hardly skipped a 
heat with Tony Locy at quarterback. 
Locy helped the team 
raise its 











two and a half  games. 
Pere/ threw 
for  2.934 yards and 
14 touchdowns in 
just
 eight and a half 
games at 
the  helm. He was named 
PCAA
 player of the week three 
times,  
and threw or an unbelievable 508 
yards against 
Pacific.
 Still, he could
 be 
a little rusty if he plays. 
Edge: Even 




 rushed for 
1,112 
yards
 and fell just 19 yards shoo 
of breaking









 back averaged 
4.4  
yards per carry and along with SJSU's 
Kenny Jackson 
became




rush  for 
1.0(10 yards






Fullback Tom Graham gained 
333 
yards  and scored 14 touchdowns 
for  Miami. 
SJSU's Kenny 
Jackson  rushed for 
five more yards 
than
 Swam
 and caught 
51 passes out of the backfield. Jack-
son, a slicing type 
runner,  averaged 
















Beach State, could 


















out the fall 
semester  
of

























Women's team member Kim Ter-
rell is getting




"I's e always 
looked
 at Las Vegas 
...as 
an opportunity to show 
the 
nation 
how good we are and
 that we can 
coin-
pete; ' 
she  said. 
. 











:team  that finished 
in the hsp five last 
'season.
 Over Thanksgiving, she aver-
aged 204
 for 11) 
games  at the National 
'Collegiate  Match 
Games in St. 
Louis  
and
 was named to 
the all -tournament 
Yearn. The Spartans
 finished 10th in a 
field 
of 32 teams





Terrell said she 
thinks  the team, 




 said.  
''We
 
missed a lot of 
easy
 spares
 and it 
cost us a 
lot of pins '' 
Though they struggled 
in St 
I outs, the women bowlers are domi 











.Conference Invitational  in 
()slobs,'
 ai 
1 ),nda Norry,  . Terrell 
and Maja 1,1.,d, 







tole,  are 
also at the






































































Rossler  said this 
year'. 
team has come 
together  earlier Man 
most 
(tithe five that she's 
coached.
 
 "One of the high points is that the  0 
taomen
 have a grasp of what team 
wling is all 
about."












good' it's 'I want to do 
it
 for  the 
*am 
  





















itossler. a four-year 
starter

















Pat's the point" 
: 










eventually  finishing 
second 
to teammate
 Norry. She 
said a push is 
w hat
 she needs. 
'I think I need a 
lot more disci-
pline, practice -wise.' she said. 
On the men's side. Kevin Gray 
has found a home 
with
 
the SJSU team 
that has turned 
him into one of the 
strongest 
collegiate  bowlers on the 




the  Spartans to a 
12th-plasc  
- out of 64 finish  in St. 
Louis and 
was  runner-up in the 





eraged 225 for 24 









-Reno. said the atmosphere 
at
 
5.151..! brings out the hest in his game. 
'This is a real program.- he 
said. citing traditional national rank 
ing. coaching and fundraising that 
netted 
the  team 
SI 3,000 this year 
'There's much more team unity and 
spirit here. At Reno. I was the one 
who




said  his individual 
goals in  
elude
 helping to 
get  the Spartans






 next April. He 
said
 Las 
Vegas will be a good
 place for the 
team to continue
 bowling as 
one unit 
instead
 of live 
individuals.  
"I'm really 




 right that 
we
 will do 
'well in 
Vegas."





















-TECH  Offers a Real Solution 



















 tiation-wide warranty 
i Anywhere in the U.S.) 
 
Best  Quality Products 
 IIBI^4 IBM Compatibility 
 Best After Sales Service 
Professor! 













 AT Style Keyboard 
 IHM 
Interchangeable  Rios. 











































Charcot  Avenue 






 and James Saxon
 
combined










 at the re-
ceving
 spot. 
Schillinger  caught 
46 
passes  for 955
 yards and 
12 touch-
downs,
 including four 
in one game ag-
ianst Central Michigan. 
He averaged 
an impressive
 20.8 yards per catch.
 
The 
Spartans  have a great duo in 




gins had 72 receptions for 983 yards 
and 6 
touchdowns  this season. He's 
also a threat on the end around. 
Malauulu caught 56 passes in-
cluding the game 
winner
 in the clutch 
against Fresno State. The Spartans 
have the Redskins 
outnumbered 2 -to- I 
here 
Edge: SJSU 
Offensive Line: Miami's "War 




holes for the backs all season, 
and  
Morris was sacked only four times! 
The Spartan offensive line has 
been a force also. The veteran line did  
a great job of open field blocking and 
allowed only 15 sacks. 
Edge: Even 
Defense:
 Miami is ranked 24th in 
the nation in points
 allowed 117.4 
They bend, hut they 
don't break. The 
Redskins allowed 339.5 
yards  per 
game hut caused plenty of turnovers to 
stop teams from 
scoring.  Miami recov-
ered 23 fumbles.
 intercepted 21 passes 
and recorded 40 quarterback
 sacks. 
The Spartan "46" 
defense al-




per game. They improved 
stead-
ily. MU often showed 
an 8 -to -9 man 
front and stopped opposing
 runners 
cold. The Spartans finshed 
second in 
the nation in 
rushing
 defense, allowing 
only 1.9 yards per running play. 
The defense also recovered 17 
fumbles and intercepted 21 passes. 
The pass rush sacked opposing quar-
terbacks 50 times, including
 12 against 
Long Beach State. 
Even  three weeks 
isn't enough
 time to prepare for 
this
 












AM)   Air time 
2 10 p m 
Game
 Time 













































hall  to 
running
 hack 
George Swarn. 'lite pair connected
 






Special Teams: Redskin tailback 
Chris 
Thomas
 is a big threat on 
kickoff 
returns. He's 
third in the nation,
 aver-
aging 25.9 
yards per return. 
Thomas
 
returned the season opening
 kickoff 96 
yards




body special on punt returns.
 
Spartan cornerback K.C. Clark 
proved to be 








turn in just eight tries Ile still hasn't 
returned enough to rank
 with Thomas 
Edge: Miami 
Kicking Game:
 Miami's Gary 
Gussman nailed 15 of 19 field 
goal
 
tries and finished 19th in the country in 
points with 
147.  Punter 
Doug  Kolesar 
averaged 35.0 





also connected on 
15 of 19 field 
goal attempts. He 












 Tom Diehl shook 
off the  
costly  
tumble 
in the Oregon game to 
average 

























































 * * * ****
 **********
 
Braces aren't forever.  
. . . 
fal" 
SMILES  are! 
TUe Orthodontstfor S3S11 Students 
Dr. Todd Walsh 









































































 3 to 6 
units  in 14 
days
 ($5 per 
unit)  










 to SJSU 
Include:  
 Psychology 




















Communication  Studies 
Register
 at EVC Admissions & 
Records  Office 
December
 15 to 23 and 
January 2 and 
5 
Monday
 - Thursday: 8:30
 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
 




Also, Saturday, January 
3 
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
Show SJSU 
I.D. card 
















Weekdays 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
 


























SJSU,  Hawaii, San 
Diego State and 














at Spartan Gym to fight 
it
 out in the 
NCAA 
Northwest regional.
 The tournament 

















regional  against 
the 
Aztecs  of San Diego State 
(37-81





 will take 
the court 











in the country, 
right  here." Montgomery  
said.
 





























 at a disadvantage.
 
"I don't like 
playing
 the second match because we 
get warmed up for it, and then the first match ends up 
going another
 game, and we warm 
down.
 
Then  we 
have 
to warn'  
up
 again, and like in 
Long 
Beach,
 we aren't  
ready to play," Montgomery 
said. 
"We have a very structured
 warm-up schedule that 
we 
follow
 before every game. and naturally when that 
schedule
 is disrupted,  
we
 aren't happy... 
The  Spartans are hoping 
not  to repeat their less -than
-
par 
performance  against 
Hawaii. At the 
PCA  A tourna-
ment in 
Long
 Beach in late 
November,  the Spartans 
opened  with a 1-15 
first  game 
loss,  and the Wahines re-
fused to let SJSU come 




Hawaii  went on to finish 
second
 in the tourna-
ment,
 while the Spartans tied for third place. 
Montgomery feels 





 hosting the tournament, 
hut that the Wa-
hines won't be any less tough than usual. 
"They'll (Hawaii) get
 rid of the time lapse 
by show-
ing up a few days
 early and getting used 
to the differ-
ence," Montgomery said.
 "Hawaii is also more 
used  to 
traveling than 




 for them. We will have 
a slight advantage by 
hosting, 
hut not a significant
 one, seeing 
as how closely 
matched




 their blocking 
and 
defense
 in preparation 
for last week's  
meeting  with Cal 
Poly
-S1.0, but 
this  week they 
are concentrating
 on every-
thing,  according to 
Montgomery.  
"All their players are




right  side attack,
 and handle 
their tips 




"In  the match 
against Hawaii 
in Long Beach, 
we
 were blocking 
their  
hitters effectively, 
so they started dinking 




 will be 
looking for that, 
and we'll 
have to move under 
the short halls better." 
One of the players the
 Spartans will key 
on
 is Susie 
Eagye, 
a middle blocker who is 
the  team's catalyst. 
"As she 




Also, Tita Ahuna, a 
setter  and middle blocker,
 is a 
threat
 to he 
reckoned  with. 
"She breathes fire, 





"We'll also he 
looking
 for Diana Jesse 
to
 hit the ball 
well, and 
freshman Mary Robins, a 
middle  Mocker, gave 
us a lot of 
trouble  in Long Beach." 
The  two winners of Friday's
 matches will face each 
other at 8 p.m. on 
Saturday,  but Montgomery 
feels the 
team 
cannot  look that far
 ahead. 
"We can't prepare at all for two teams." 
Montgom-
ery said. "If we get 
by
 Hawaii and play Saturday,
 we'll 
have to 
let the team sleep
 in. 
then
 go over 
videos and our 
game plan after 
lunch. It will be a tough task to come 
out  
and
 play well two nights in a 
row,
 but we don't heve a 
choice." 
Montgomery said 
his  team would rather face 
the Az-
tecs on 
Saturday  if they should
 get that far. 
"The UOP-San 
Diego State match is not going to be 
a typical Tiger walkover," Montgomery 
said.  "But we 
believe deep down inside that
 we can beat San Diego 
State. 
So
 we're of course hoping to meet them." he said. 
"We
 seem to still harbor a few 
doubts
 about UOP. 
but if we 
end up playing them, they'll 
get 100 percent 
from us, that's
 for sure " 
Juhe A 
Bennett  Daily start
 photographer
 
Shawna DiBiaso  
goes for the 
dig in the Spartanssic-




 regional. Also com-
tory over Cal 
Poly  last weekend. SJSC hosts Hawaii 
peting  
will


























































"After Sunday's game, it 
seemed 
like everyone 
who walked into the 
store wanted a Flutie jersey
 or Some-
thing
 related to Haile," said Dawn K. 
Cottini,
 retail buyer
 of Bears' 
par-
aphernalia
 for Morrie Mages 
Sports  












 he is playing
 less offense 
this 
year  and his 
(5 ptilarit 

























































ditorium,  Dec. 
18,  7 
30































they  give 
him  more 
time.
 I think 





















































suggests  his relatively 
small stature. 5 -foot -9 








me and say 
to himself. 
'If  he can 
make 
it, may he I 
can make 









Boston College star 
caused a stir 
in Chicago when he was 
signed Oct. 21 
by











 in the 
pros,
 although  he 
passed  
for 10.579 yards front 1981-84 
to
 be-





in college history. 
And the Super Bowl champions 
already had three quarterbacks. Starter 
Jim McMahon said 
he didn't think 




 out  
tor the
 
season  with a 
shoulder
 injury, 
'Lillie threw for 




Replacing  starter Mike 
Tomczak for nearly 
two quarters. Flu -
tie ran for




for a third in the
 Bears' 48-
14 thrashing
 ol Tampa 
Bay.  
On Monday and Tuesday,  fans 
swamped many Chicago area stores 
looking for 








ierseys in two 
days
 at about $80 each, 
Cottini  
said.  
Flutie paraphernalia has been 
inipular
 since he joined
 the 
Bears,  she 
said,  
noting
 the store has sold about 

























































































































 in the second
 
half of its 
only game last














 and captured 
the 
National








Collect That tit it lc Gift 
ii its' 
Si In ../()S('








































































Tired  of 
retyping
 Page

















"here-  to "there" by 
using  Cut. Copy. and Paste 
 Place 
graphics  with 
your
 text A 
picture
 
says  a thousand wordS
 
 Correct mistakes easily by clicking
 the 
"mouse". 
 Format your page
 the way "YOU" 
want  it. 
 Spelling 
Checkers  available. 




can help you. 
Special
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By Paula Ray. Christiansen 
Daily 
stall writer 
. . . with a little oil'
 driver so 
lively and quick, I knew in a mo-
ment it must be St. Nick. 
Even in San Jose where the sun 
shines on 
Christmas  day and the only 
snow on the windows is sprayed from 
scan, tradition lives
 on. 
Shoppers fill the malls 
and chil-
dren wait 
in line to tell Santa Claus
 
their dreams for Christmas 
morning.  
Moms wish Christmas would wait a 




Robert Munoz, an ageless Santa. 
says Christmas will be on time. This 
San
 Jose Santa was visiting with the 
kids at 
Vallco  Fashion Park last week-
end and he guarantees that those who 
are good won't be disappointed. 
Skateboards,
 Jingle Bears, and 
Gobots are the
 most asked for toys this 
year. Munoz said, along with a few 
specially requested items. 
Seven -year -old Mac Fariuy was 
waiting to put in a request for a motor -
controlled car, but was a 
little con-
cerned with cost. 
 'Does
 it cost to see him?
 
Ii it 
costs I can't talk to him . . . does 
Santa have
 to pay for my car'? I think 
they're expensive." Fariuy said. 
Rodd Davigeadono, 3. was not so 
hesitant --- and his request was right in 
keeping with Silicon Valley flair. 
"Clothes," he 
said,  with a grin, 
"clothes 
and  Thundercat." 









are high on the




 Her brother. 
Ryan,  
wants a skateboard. 
Are 










Miller,  their 
morn, said. 
'Skateboards,  Jingle 
Bears, and Gobots are 
the most asked for toys 








Vallco Santa Claus 
We know what motivates 
the  
children, but what motivates Santa 
Claus? 
"Love. 
You have to love chil-
dren. and I do," said Munoz, a 
first-
time Santa. 
Munoz hails from West Coast 
Promotions rather 
than  the North Pole 
and is an indoor landscape artist in his 
other 
life, he said. 
"I have two nieces and a nephew 
so I'm around kids quite a bit. I like to 
see them smile," Munoz said. 
West 
Coast  Promotions distrib-
utes Santas 
and elves throughout the 
Bay Area,
 Munoz said. 
Munoz cares
 for the landscaping 
in Vallco and
 heard about 
the  job 
through
 his employer. 
"It sounded fun. 
I've always 
been
 kind of curious
 about it so I 
thought
 I'd try it. It 
really gets you 
in 
the Christmas 
spirit," he said. 
Most












Santas  attend a 
one -day 
seminar on 
how to be 





























lots of love," he 
said. 
"There's
 a few that 




  hut 
most  of 
them are






much as he 
loves it. there
 are a 
few 
drawbacks,  he 
said. 
"My  beard 
itches and
 it's hot 
in 
here.
 It's kind 
of nice to 
get  home and 










 to carry 
on the
 tradition,
 he said. 
"I'm 











"I'll  be 
back .  
And I heard
 him 








 to all, 
and to 
all,  a good 
nite." 




Trytten.  a prospective 
SJSIll student from 
Milpitas. looks for
 some holiday 
videos
 to rent in the 
Spartan Bookstore.
 Some students 
say  they are too busy 
with finals and don't
























tries  to 
tell
 Santa Claus 
what
 she 
wants  for Christmas through 



































deluge  of syrupy 
commercial 
slop the 
networks  are 
trying to cram 
down
 your throat 
this












-style.  This year, 
a fantastic vari-
ety of 







or rent on 
videotape.  So 
stoke  up the fire, 
grab  some popcorn 
balls 
and hot buttered
 runt, and let
 
yourself  get 




Few films  are 
better
 at heating the 
Christmas
 doldrums 
than the Frank 









gives a dazzling 
performance 
as
 a man who never ques-
tions 
giving his all for 
others. 
Christmas imagery is 
slight,
 but when 
Stewart's
 character is 
saved  on 
Christmas Eve by an 
up-and-coming  




 lines, and per-
haps a hit too
 similar, is the 
1985 Dis-





 in a 
very Stew-
artesque  
role,  is 
saved

















If all the 
cheer gets to 
be a bit too 
much, 












is the name 
of the game 
Call it cliched, 
but  
don't call it 
tired.
 




as the most 
convincing
 Santa of 
all 





a movie that manages 
to
 combine 
Saint Nick, sexual 
aggression and 
slasher violence.
 When the man in red 
sets off on a 
rampage of gory 
killings, 
it's easy to 






cliched,  but 
don't  call it 
tired. 





ing Santa of all time. inits Mr. Kringle 
on trial in the
 most popular ol 
Christmas films.
 Watching the young 
Natalie Wood as a girl 
grappling  to be-
lieve is pure delight. 
"Miracle"  is available 
on Mag-
netic
 Video in its original black
 and 
white or in the newly
-released color-
ized version that has 
traditionalists 
screaming. 
The biggest difference 
between  
Christmas  films then and now is the 
current reliance





 entry in this 
cat-
egory
 is the $50,000 
epic "Santa 
Claus: 
The  Movie," 












behold, as are 
some of the 
sleigh -view 
overhead 
shots  from 
around the 
world.
 But, so is the 
perfor-
fiance of Dudley 
Moore as an enter-
prising 
elf, and it makes 
the technical 





These  are just some of the bright
 
spots  that Christmas
 video has to offer.
 
In 
a world of mass 
marketing,  it's nice 
to find
 a way to take
 your entertain-
ment options





 gradual in 
viewing.  Too 
much  mood
-altering  
video yule can 
make  your head feel 
a 
lot
 like it will on 
January













































Daily  staff writer
 
In the 
maze  of Monterey
 pines at the
 Battaglia 
Ranch  
in San Jose. 
young  and old 
voices






It's  got a 
hole
 in it." 
"What
 about the 
top?




 is it'?" 
Everybody's
 an expert when it 
comes  to picking the 
perfect Christmas tree. 




 sickly Charlie Brown
-type  tree so diplomacy is 
often left in the 
car when families get together
 for the annual 
pine -finding trip. 
"It's usually difficult to agree 
on
 just one." said 
Johnny
 Rateliff of San Jose, who came to cut down a tree at 
Battaglia's with 
his wife Linda and their Mur children. 
"But it's fun because we get to 
look at every tree on the 
lot," he 
said. 
The Ratetiffs have made the Christmas tree search an 
annual event
 which brings the family together for a day. 
After they  
select  a tree, it 
is 
loaded 
onto  their truck, 
carted  
home and decorated that day with hand -made ornaments 
from friends 
and relatives, I.inda said. 
She said they 
used  to make the trek to the Santa Cruz 
Mountains with a picnic lunch to pick a tree. They found 
Battaglia's last year and liked both the convenience and the 
opportunity to cut their own tree without leaving San Jose. 
"We want to eventually head back to the
 mountains," she 
said.  
Walt and 
Susie  Simvy were weary of the tree -choosing 
tradition in the "mud and mess" of the 
mountains,
 that 
began when Susie lived
 over the hill in Scotts Valley. The 
couple said they have 
no problem agreeing on a tree. 
"I let her pick
 it," Walt said as Susie nodded. 
Shirley 
Battaglia.  who helps run the ranch 
with her 
husband Paul, said hundreds of five 
to seven -foot Monterey 
pines were planted as seedlings about four
 years ago and 
were first sold as cut -your
-own  Christmas trees last year. 
She said 
the ranch also has four different types of pre-
cut firs, as 
well  as larger trees for 
commercial businesses.
 
Brad and Rhonda 
Mahon  and nine -month
-old son 
Ryan  came to 
Battaglia's
 looking for 
a tree to complement
 
the
 12 -foot ceiling in 
their  living room. 
Rhonda,
 an SJSU 
speech
 pathology 
graduate,  said the
 couple has 
had  tree 
problems
 in the past. 
"Last
 year. we bought 
a tree that had a trunk
 so big. 
we 
couldn't  fit it into 
a Christmas 
tree
 stand," she 
said 
laughing.
 "We had to tie it to 
the wall." 
Kelly 
and  Laray Ray drove down
 from Pleasanton to 
cut 
down a tree, though 
they weren't expecting




sometimes  we end up with
 the ugliest tree 
because of 
arguments,"  Laray said. 
"He doesn't care. 
He
 





 tradition in the 
"mud and 
mess" of the mountains. 
The couple said they
 have no 
problem agreeing
 on a tree. 
ends up telling me to 
pick one just so we can get out of the 
place." 
Kelly, anned with a small handsaw, 
said  it's a shame 
that people have to kill trees for tradition. 
"I don't think we should cut them down,"
 he said. 
heading into the man-made forest. 
The  Rateliffs searched the lot for an hour. Each had 
chosen their favorite tree and 
had  the family evaluate  it for 
beauty and shape. As the Rateliff 
children  stood admiring 
their final choice, a voice called from the maze. 
'Hey, mom wants you to take a look at this one .' ' 
And they all went to look, 




Duus   




his  daddy 
chop 
down 
their  Christmas tree at 
Battaglia Ranch in San Jose.
 This is 




















































Ity Paula Ray 
Christiansen  
Daily
 stall writer 
Climbing the ladder of 
success
 is 
rarely easy Rung 
after  rung, we strug-
gle to the top, hoping to grasp the 
brass ring, often 
reaching  it just in 
lime to 
realize  that the tin-plated rep-








"should've  beens." 
But not for SJSU graduate student 
Steve Sokol. 
Sokol has  an 
advantage  







and it takes more than a few broken 
dreams to leave hint breathless or de-
feated as he strives for physical perfec-
tion. 
The 
30-year -old man with 
what  




ble stomach" broke his 17th 
Guiness' 
. 
World  record Nov. 23 for the
 fastest 
, jumping jacks in the shortest amount 
: of time -- I .000 
in 12 minutes and 
. five seconds. 
Breaking world 
records
 is almost 
: a habit for Sokol, whose list 
includes  
! 52,003 sit-ups 
in
 32 hours and 17 min-
utes, 13,013 leg 
lifts  in five hours and 
. 
45
 minutes and 3,333 
squat  thrusts  in 
: four hours. 
: As one out of 
eight in the world to 




 and product spokesman for Nau-
tilus and New 
Balance shoes, he's at-
tained his share of brass rings.
 But 
. Sokol
 is still working towards the ulti-
mate
 goal of being the expert to ex-
1
 perts 
in the world of fitness. 
"I 
want  to be the next Jack La-
lanne," Sokol said."I 
love
 doing 
sports,  I love teaching and 
training,
 
testing  my limits, keeping fit . . . . If 
I can give 
people  expert information 
about how to eat 
and exercise prop-
erly, I feel I've 
helped  them." 
The two-time 
Iron
 Man Triathlete 
has not always been so fit, 
however,  
which is what motivates him the most, 
he said. 
"I was a scrawny, asthmatic 8 -
year
-old 
and I started swimming
 
to 
help with the 
asthma."  said Sokol. 
Cosmopolitan magazine's Man -of -the -
Month 
for  December. 
Sokol founded Camp 
Superstuff.  
a camp for asthmatic children, and is 
national spokesman for the National 
Arthritis Association. 
Most
















I'm  helping 
people  
. through my 
performance,"
 he said. 
1
 Sokol 
graduated  from Tufts 
Uni-
versity with
 a chemical 
engineering  
0 
degree  in 197/4 and 
moved to Califor-
: nia 
to work for 





about a year of being
 con-
fined to a 
desk  he took 
a leave of ab-
sence 
to try and 
figure
 out what exac-
tly
 he wanted to 
do






 when he discovered his 
: knack
 for breaking records. 
; 
"It was Thanksgiving Day and I 
0 was trying to redeem myself physi-
cally after not placing as well as I'd 
i hoped in the Iron Man," Sokol said. 
: He sat down and did 2,5(8) sit-ups
 
' without stopping and decided he was 
I, pretty good at it. 
; "I trained for
 15 weeks doing 10 
; to 
12.488)
 sit-ups a 
day,"  which is 
ap-
proximately
 a half -mile of 
sit-ups, 
; Sokol said. 
: 
He then set 
out  to Oakridge
 Mall 
; in San
 Jose where he 
broke  his first 
1
 world record for









pumps  iron 
with the 





 sit-ups in 32 hours, 
he said. 
"It lit a tire in 
my head," Sokol 
said, and he 
made  the choice to 
devote
 























"I decided I 
could  make a career 
out of this 









does not consider 
his  phy 
ical
 pursuit as compulsive,
 although he 
admits that
 athletics is both 
his voca-
sien and avocation... 
"When I'm not 
training I'm 





he said,  adding
 that he enjoys
 all 





track  and field. 
Sokol has had a few 
injuries in his 
career, hut simply 
switches  to another 
sport when
 one rubs him the wrong
 
way.  
"I know when to switch sports 
and I periodically cut out running." 
due to constant 
tendinitis  and bursitis, 
Sokol said. 
Biking and swimming are his 
chosen alternatives,






A typical day's 
training
 for the 5-
foot- 10 -inch 160 -pound unweak ling , 
includes a half-hour of sit-ups before 
breakfast,  a two- to three- hour hike 
ride (30-5(1  
miles)  after breakfast, one 
to two
 hours on his Fitness
 Master Ma-
chine three times a week, and a two 
mile 
swim four times a week. Sokol 
lifts 
weights
 five to six times a week,
 
he said. 
He cats little red meat and his diet 
consists mostly









Meridian  Ave, San 
Jose,  CA 
(408)286-9839
  
bohydrates  like 
bread,
 cereal and 
"tons of 
pasta,"













Does  he 
ever
 get tired 
 want to 
quit? 
'I'm 





 got back 
from Los 










I'll  he ready 
to go . I'll
 he doing 
this in 
40











students  who strive to 
he among SJSU's fittest  
but  
who remain couch potatoes 
merely in the 
planning  stages of 
stud
-spuds
  Steve Sokol, the 
"World's Fittest 
Man,"  has the 
following 
advice:  get your duff 
off  the fluff and pick a 
sport you 








 working out," Sokol said. 
People  students espe-
cially  are more
 likely to keep 
up with an 
exercise  program they 






















groups  and body 






include  basic aerobic 
training  




A truly motivated 
student
 
should jog, bike ride,
 swim or 
"walk briskly"
 at least three to 
four times a week in 
order  to 
raise his or her 
maximum heart 
rate by about








strengthens  the heart 
and lungs,






before  and after 
a 
workout 
is not just a good idea, 
but is a 























 toes) side bends,









C - BEST 
Score  ee40 
Call:  







only  on those
 areas 
in 























































By Paula Ray Christiansen 
Daily staff writer 
It seems 
only natural that 
the  
"World's Fittest Man" 
should  have a 
counterpart that's









 manager, Hillel 
Katzen, is the 
youngest man




Katzen is a 
graduate student at 
SJSU, 
creating  his own 
degree  in 
sports 
management 
while  training 
under the 
supervision
 of Sokol 
 for 






of a friendship 
that 
started 
two years ago 
when Katzen 
asked  Sokol to be 






















 compete (in 
running) on a 
national  level 
and
 Steve has shown
 me 
that I have the 
ability," he said. 
Katzen developed an interest in 
sports as a business 
while  attending the 






































































































thing  I could 
relate to,"



















 he started 
his  own 
running career 
a little late in the 
game. 
but 
Katzen said he 
will
 "let nature 
take its course" 
and  continue to train 
with Sokol. 
"Steve is 
serious  about health 
and fitness  
and I'm keeping him 
on
 
track as the World's 






















San Jost State Univereity 
San Joss, California 
We have mistimed the con ddddd 4 statement of financial condition 
of
 
Asmodeted Students, Inc., San Jose Stan. 
University,  as of June 30. 1986. 
nut ...siltation 
was made in accordance vith generally













 auditing procedures as vie maundered
 mecum, in the circumstances. 
In our opinion, the condensed 
etatesent  presents fairly the financial 
condition
 of Assonieted Students, Inc.
 at June 30, 1966 is conforuity 
with 
senerally 
accepted  accounting principles 
applied on  bmis corminent 
wit!  





August 31, 1986 




UNIVERSITY  AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION 
Condensed Statement 
of Financial Condition 










5 211.5. . 
14,664 
i,303 
Total current meets 
227,512 
. . . . . . . A t l i d  
CAst  Note A-4 
,quipeent. 
furniture
 and fixtures 
ells accumulated depreciation
 
Total  assets 









 - current p,,ti.n 
raapos 
organttattims  
Total current liabilities 
ag.tern 
Equipment  Contracts 
Payable
 - s..te S 
lure current  
maturities 
Total liabilities 






















Total fund Salances 







ASSCCIATED STUDENTS, INC. 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 

































statement to the reader. 
I. Accrual Dallis 
The 
financial






2. Fund Accounting 
In order




placed on the tom of the 
re.ourcen











eccordance  with the 
mrinctples  of "fund 
accounting", 
This 
is the procedure 
by
 which resources 
for  various 
purposes are 
demented  for 
accounting  and 
reporting  
purposes into 






 Sep rrrrr 
accounts ars 
















































for the general 
purpose  of the fund. 
4, 
Fixed Assets 
Fixed rrrrrr ate recorded as 
expenditures
 in the 
Plant 












Balances on contracts payable at June
 30, 1986 are 
as 
follows.  
Nuts  C 
California Capital 






















secured by 28$0 
offset
































































































































































































































































East  San 
Jose.  








jackets  practiced 








in the mid -1930s, seve-
ral 











Yet. for 25 
years  the California 
State 
University





 faculty and 
ad-
ministrators to use 
university -owned 




Although SJSU owns several 
op-
erational  airplanes, CSU's Executive 
Order 10, issued by 
then -Chancellor 
Glen Dumke in 1961, 
mandates  the 
use of 
commercial  airlines for all uni-
sersity




used  either its own planes
 or char-
ter planes since that time. said Aero-
nautic's
 chairman, Gene I.ittle.
 Not
 to 
transport athletic teams, not to conduct 
research,
 not even to travel on univer-
Ins Fong  
Daily  staff photograottpi 
Mikiko Wagner
 soars through the
 skies over
 San Jose 
airport
 during a "power




 provides important assistance
 
to the student -run Precision Flying 
Team,
 hut it is not affiliated in any 
way with the university. Little said.
 
For the university
 to recognize Flying 
Twenties, Inc. as a university sanc-
tioned club would be a direct violation 





 and graduates 







to team members. said Toni Leonard, 
former
 department chair. 
Leonard,  who joined 
the depart-
ment long before Chancellor Dumke 
grounded the 
CSU system. believes 
Larry Graves, the team's unofficial 
coach and former Precision Fly 
ing  
Team member, is one of the keys to 
Ins Fong  Daily stall photograprie 
"Flying 
Twenties"  President 
Mikiko Wagner leans








fessor Toni Leonard. a 
World War II 
vintage
 C46 
cargo  plane chartered by 
SJSU to bring
 a tired fixaball team 
home to San Jose. crashed on take -off. 
killing 18 team members,  advisers and 
crew members. In a knee-jerk reac-




to issue  Executive 
Order 10 and grounding SJSU's stu-
dents, he said. 




first  in the state and second 
in the
 nation at the National 
Intercolle-
giate Flying Association's 
Salecon  
competitions. And 






 team from the university 





petition since the 
Aeronautics  Depart-
ment opened in 
the 1930s. 
The 




























other two behind -the -scene 
helpers are Gerry Shreve and Gerry 
Fairbaim, aeronautics professors
 with 




"The real dedication of the team 
members and 
coaches
 is what enables 
the team to compete and win against 
universities like Ohio 
State,  where 
aeronautics departments have full-
fledged 
airport
 facilities and paid train-
ers on the faculty," Leonard said. 
Leonard, who 
says he has retired 
from the department, maintains
 a busy 
office  at the Aeronautic's facility on 
Coleman Avenue. He 
stays around,  he 
said,  because he believes the depart-
ment's 
joh
 is to create 
a highly skilled 
and motivated atmosphere, the kind of 
atmosphere that makes in -the -air com-
petition both smart and
 safe. 
From her position as Flying 
Twenties. Inc. president and one of the 







ported by donations from national fly-
ing clubs such as the Flying Twenties. 
Inc., the Flying Aces, the 99s and both 
local businesses and private individu-
als. 
"The team raised
 53,((X) in 
1986. but 
team members also spent 
about S2.000 out of their  
own pockets 
to compete in both the state and 
the na-
tionals," she said. 
Wagner.  who won honors
 this 
year as NIFAs top 
woman  pilot, said 
she spent nearly 
$.3.000
 to do it. 
"i put it 
all  on my Visa card and 
I'm still working to pay for
 it." she 
,nd  
The
 NIFA finals, 
which  this year 
included teams
 from 14 regions
 
throughout the U.S.. are actu-
- 
allyanescercifot
 in sakflying 
tech. 
nigues. 
Wagner  said. "They  
prepare 
student  pilots for 
emergency 
sitiva-
thins  . . . and 
promote





awards  to 
he won
 at the NIFA finals, including 





























































































 Plus Many 
More 
Walk in and Apply Today 




















It will be open










MOORPARK  AVE. 
(at  Hwy. 280) 
landings, navigation, 
pre-flight  in-
spection, aircraft  recognition, preci-
sion flight and simulator 
operation.  
And, over-all, the 10 -man team from 
SJSU placed in the 
'Top 10' 12 times 
during the 1916 finals, Wagner said. 
Only one of a long line of win-
ning teams,
 the 1986 Precision Flying 
Team, which must also rent the planes 
they fly at finals, 
achieved  outstanding 




 one good 
prac-
tice before the competition." Wagner 
boasted
 happily. 
A SJSU champion from the 
1970s,  
Jim Lafferty, now 
president
 oi 
Santa Clara County's Jet Center. 
s.
 
the student's unaffiliated flight 
wail, 
"would do a lot better job if they had 
paid  professional 
supervision."  
Lafferty, 
who  was first in the na-
tion in precision flying
 competition 
four years in 
a row and 14th in the 
world in 1976, said that SJSU's Aero-
nautics Department and the flying
 club 
created a lot 
of lasting friendships 
over 
the years, as well as providing grad-
uates with highly valued job 
skills. 
". . . 3(X) to 400 former team 
members
 and grads showed up here 
from as far away 
as Hong Kong a 
feu 
years ago. for 





group. Flying Twenties have persisted 
even without the 
university's  help, but 
they would he 





would  provide 
the integrated flying 
program that is 
needed." 
Lafferty. 
who said he is 
only
 one 
of thousands of SJSU graduates active 
in 
the field of aviation 
today, lamented 
the fact that 














help,  but 
they 
















tantly. SJSU much a conservative
 
appraoch to aviation. 
"The U.S.
 economy is not 
com-
petitive
 because Americans are not 
competitive," l.affeny 
said.  "There 
are always risks,
 . . . but so what? 
What we need is good risk manage-
ment." 
A,
 lation experts. including grad-
uates of SJSU's 
Aeronautics  
Department.
 say they 
%tinder  











the times they really are. Latteny said. 
Chairman Little says he thinks CSU's
 
management is already waking up to 
that fact. At 
least  he says he hopes 
they
 are. 
 'Maybe I'm grasping
 at straws," 
Little mused, "hut in October, 
(Chan-
cellor) Ann Reynolds flew to SJSU in 
an 
unscheduled  airplane . . 
. 
Lafferty and the friends of 
the 
Flying Twenties say 
they hope Little 
can convince management that air-
planes 













 to the Public 












































































Daily stall writer 
When 
Suzanne Dion signed  up for her first 
aerobics
 
class in 1983. she just wanted to shed a few pounds so 
the clothes
 she liked would 
look good on her 




to tone a body she wasn't happy with. 









I. I'm too 
young  to 
not  he able to go to the 
beach  
or wear shorts' so I 
got  
interested  in why people are 






Dion  didn't know in 
1983  was that her in-
volvement  in aerobics 
would
 lead to the formation
 of her 
own marketing firm 
and 
seven  trips to promote
 fitness
 
and aerobics in Japan. 
Dion  left 




three -and -a -
half week goodwill 























Dole  Cup All Japan 
National  Aer-
obic Championships, a 
nationwide  competition. In addi-
tion.
 Dion said the team will conduct





 flexibility and 
proper teaching 
technique. 
In August, she and 
partner Kathy Lorca formed Di-
on/Lorca
 Productions based on their










lic relations and 
event production firm has signed a con-
tract with the "Morning Stretch" television show to film 
a 
story  on the 
Dole  Cup. 






"I'd say my 
success is due to networking."  Dion 
said. "I volunteer time, do 
things  for free, sit in on 
meetings just to learn from 
others."  
She also said her education at SJSU has helped her 
become a budding entrepreneur at 23. 
"The experiences 
in news writing and marketing 
courses
 has e proven invaluable." she 
said.  "SJSU has 
taught me how to promote well.' 
Dion 
took
 the fall semester off to devote time to her 
business and prepare 






 hut a seventh trip 
to 
Japan was tempting enough to make her put away the 
books.
 




 she said. 
'They  take very  good care 
of
 
us. ' ' 
Dole,  the tour sponsor,
 will  





 fitness espcos and also gave Dion free 
rein to pick anyone 
she
 






 'The people who 
are going are sery prominent in 
the aerobic industry she










hard for years 
Among  the 
fitness ambassadors will be 
Teri 
Wexted, an SJSU aerobics instructor. She has a Bache-
lor of Science degree in physical education and dance 
from SJSU and is currently pursuing a master's
 in dance 
exercise physiology. 
Dion said Wexted is typical of all 
the fitness experts 
on the trip with strong backgrounds in 
both 
teaching  and 
competition - she won a major
 event 
called Fit Aerobics
 in 1984 
'The 
Japanese  people are 
so
 
honorable. They take 
very 
good 








Dion said that for herself, staying in the background 
and out of the spotlight has had its rewards. 
"I've always been 
more  in the promotion side of 
it," she said. 
Besides her marketing
 firm, Dion was spokeswo-
inan for Fit Magazine and is currently planning the 1987 
World Asia Cup, an aerobic competition featuring seven 
countries  Japan. Singapore,
 Indonesia, Malaysia, Tai-
wan,
 Thailand and Hong Kong. 
But Dion still has a hand in the instruction side of 
aerobics. She originally 
decided  to teach when her in-
structors couldn't give her any valuable information on 
the relationship between diet and exercise. Just 10 
months after her first class 




 teacher with a twist  she emphasized aerobics 
and nutrition equally. 
"The American society is probably in the worst 
shape of any I've seen," she said. "Our diet is probably 
the worst in the world 
 high fat and too many saturated 
fats. When you're hungry in this society, you just grab a 
fast-food hamburger which has four days worth of fat." 
Dion said the bad eating habits Americans
 have de-
veloped can't be cured overnight with aerobic exercise. 
In fact, she advises some people not to exercise hard at 
all. 
"When  you have 20 years of inactivity behind you, 
you have to start slow,' she said. "There are people
 who 
shouldn't do high impact (heavy jumping) aerobics be-




 said she advocates that
 out -of -shape people 
start vs 
ith  short walks and stationary bike riding for a few 
minutes. She said the human body is designed to handle 
a lot of exertion and
 movement, but not in excess. 
"People have to be careful,"
 she said. "The num-
ber one symptom of heart disease is death." 
Diem
 added that there are some who should defi-




icapped. She aided partner l..orea, who has a master's 
degree in special education, in designing a program 
called Adaptive Aerobics for the Handicapped. 
Dion said 
she  took the "Lorca Method'' to Japan 
last year and found few handicapped
 people in sight to 
try it. She 
said  the handicapped haven't been 
accepted  in 
mainstream 
society
 there as much as in the United 
Slates,
 
Dion said she never expected to be a world
-travel-
ing 
businesswoman  when she took that initial aerobics 
class. She said everything
 has happened so fast  the 
business, school, trips, networking, teaching 
that  she 
has neglected one important thing. 































   
ALL 
Mexican  Beers, 
including
 Corona, 
























 from 7 





ROCK'N'ROLL   
75c,
 Shots of 





























Any of your 
favorite 









































































But  then comes















and  with increas-
ing frequency,






Since entering the 
California 
scene Aug. 21, 
1970, customized 
plates have




 expression. As of July, 
the Department of Motor Vehicles had 
issued
 1,080,327 of them, 
according
 
to Susan McNulty, secretary of the 
DMV 
communications  office in Sacra-
mento.
 
In a time when basic registration 
costs are on the rise, the chance to say 
it 
where  
people  will see it is apparently 
more important
 than a few extra dol-
lars. 
According to Bev Wahl, 
Los 
Gatos DMV 
registration  supervisor, 
the plates
 are becoming increasingly 
popular. The cost seems to be non -pro-
hibitive, she said, 
People 




 initially. $5 extra for the new 
reflectorized background and an addi-
tional
 
$20 each year when 
regular  fees 
are due. 
"I think 
it's purely a personal 
thing," Wahl said. "We see people 
from all walks of life, 
but  they're most 
enthusiastic















buying  a new 
car.' 





 the Los Gatos 
office  is 
averaging




week.  The majority
 of orders 
are for the 
reflectorized  finish 
because 
peopli,,like the  
color,  not for the added 
safety they 
were designed





















 enough to 
cover its 





Of the $95 million 
dollars  col-
lected by 
June 1984, more than $68
 
million had 
been  made available for 
such diverse state departments
 as For-

















 they just 
want to 












ology student, said 
she 











sports  car 
was  her 
first
 "real car."
 The plate 

























sive in New 
Hampshire  and the 
plate 
gave
 him a 
chance  to 
bnng 



















 he said. 
But  "S000 
FST" is the 
way he de-
scribes 
his  car, so 
he settled 
for  it at his 
friends' urging, he 
said.  
The advertising













 me on the 
freeway," 




for me to do 
something.''  
Perhaps something


































application your GSL check 
will be on its way to you 
See 
your FAO 















only a lot 









the  season 
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experiences  studying  
abroad.
 They both 
partici-





























































International Programs allows 
students who qualify to study abroad 
for a year and still earn resident credit. 
The cost
 is a year's tuition at SJSU 
plus travel and living expenses. 
"You don't have to be incredibly 
rich to go." said Boris. who now 



































































































































 in a 
CSU 



























standing  by 























































essay  of 
academic  








 left her 
with  the urge
 to travel
 more 


















By Maria J. 
Gunter 
Daily stall writer 
While  
suicide  is an all -too -com-
mon
 occurrence all 
year  round, it is a 




"The time we 











 up feeling terrible." 
Between  















 rate in 
the state, 








and  Crisis 
Hotline.  
The  hotline, 
which  receives 
about  





























 is over. 
Paris 
said. 
"People hold on during the
 holi-
days 
 they make the 
effort." she 
said. "There's a lot 
of pressure. then 
afterward,  the 
family  is all gone, or 




said holidays are a 
par-
ticular
 concern because of the 
intense  
feelings of loneliness and 
pressure. "If 
you're a young 
student  at SJSU, you 
can't look 
at
 the television 
without 
seeing 
a happy Christmas 
complete 






























 - even jokingly  the lis-




 the person directly. 
'Are 
you planning to kill 
yourself?' '' 
Offer support
 and listen, but 
don't try to 




 Refer the friend 
to the 






 us and we'll make an 
outreach 





of secrecy" can 
he difficult, but 
it's a matter of 
life or death. Sivertsen
 
said. 
'If it were my friend. 
I'd have to 
say I cared enough 
to
 tell someone,'' 
she said, "A good 
friend won't keep a 
secret about
 suicide from 
people 
who'll help out." 
If that unhappy 
individual is you. 
the experts' 
advice





thing in the world 
for us 




 said. "In reality it is 
a real 
statement  of your 
self-impor-
tance and
 value when you 
reach out to 
someone and say,'I'm
 
worth  sax inc 
and I want you 
to
 help me.' 
   
Suicide in 
Crisis  hotline 
operates  24 
hours a day. 
Call toll -free 279-3312
 in 
San 
Jose,  683-2482 in 
South County 
and (415) 494-8420





open from 8 
a.m.
 to 5 p.m. weekdays 
while school is 














season  is 
heralded as 
a bright, happy 
time, for 
many it 









 fights to 
depression  
to suicide,
 said Wiggsy 
Sivertsen.  a 
counselor
 with SJSU 
Counseling  Serv-
ices. 
It is a time 












image  is, it 
doesn't
 work for them, 
and they feel 
left 
out,  she said. 
"We 
have to 




. . . of sitting around
 a table with a 
Silly
 roast turkey." 
she  said. 
Alienation, 
loneliness  and the in-
tense pressure of conformity add up to 
the holiday blues. 
Sivertsen
 said. 
"For students particularly, there 
is an enormous amount of pressure,'' 
she said. "They not only have to deal 
with going home for the holidays, but 




als need to 
take a moment 
to
 think 
about how they 
feel




 can begin 
to start




"You  are at the 
gate  of 
your  life  do 
something  different. 
"If you 
had a paintbrush and
 
painted in a 
Christmas   what would 
YOU
 like it 




think I learned the 
meaning of 
the word 'bittersweet.'
 Sometimes I 
just 



















 page I 
ing














of just talking 
about  it." 








 will be added 
continuously 
for awhile," she 
said. 
"We had hoped 
it
 would be built 
by now," 
Weaver  said. 
"We've  had 
this wonderfully 
warm, dry fall. 
If it 
begins 





will  be stocked pri-
marily




the list is 
sub-
ject to change, the current drawing 
calls for 
California  lilacs, redbuds, 
roses and manzanita 
hushes.  At least 
40 different varieties are anticipated. 
Most of 










Hall,  with pieces 
of bark being ripped 
the roof














pulled  off. 
require a 




hark  is stripped off 
all  
The move outdoors
 won't present 
the 
way around a tree, it kills it." she 
a problem,  because
 the plants are cur- 
said.
 "It doesn't die 
immediately.  hut 
















known as an ash tree
 - will also be 
planted.  
Although
 the garden 
is bordered 
on two sides
 by thick 
ivy . and on a 
third side by  a brick wall, there arc no 
Weaver 
said  site hopes
 the garden 








hope we won't has






rather than just botany stu-
it up, 







probably  ask that 
"The garden is 
justified as a tea -
something
 he done,"





we Sam it to he an 








 said vandals 






 will he 
han-








 for planting 
the trees
 and 




















RANCHO  CV( 
















but  this poodle
-sited 
creature 




"He's such a 
trophy.  I'm going 
to 
get  him 
mounted  and put 




s,ijd Ii ira, sc 
aught ii while woba 
diNing  I:, feet 
He  said a plan 
to relocate some 
underwater near San 
Clemente Island. 
lobster -eating 
sea otters from Northern 
The .1/e of Primrose's catch. 
California 
to the 
south  may 
threaten  which is missing



















 3 to 5 
pounds,
 said 
tract Aube. coordinator 
Primrose, who 
is
 keeping the 4- 
of
 educational sets 
ices
 at Marineland 
foot 
California






Meet the NOID:" He loves 
to ruin your pizza. He 
makes your pizza cold, 
or late, or he squashes 
your pizza box so the 




DOMINO'S  PIZZA 
With one call to Domino's 
Pizza, you can avoid the 
NOID. So 
when
 you want 
hot, delicious, quality 




minutes,  One 
call 









oft any 12 
pizza  
from  Domino's Pizza 
One coupon 
per pizza 






































 s Pizza. Inc 
OFF  
$2.00  








































































Fri.  & 
Sat.  






































 1AP1 -- 
Allow
 
ing Indian tribes to run high -stakes 
bingo 
games  
on resersations  free of 
state control could open the way to in-
filtration by organized s rime. the Su-
preme 











nue, hut the tribes "don't have the law 
enforcement techniques" to assure 
that mobsters will be kept out. 
Walston,  who  said mime of 
the 
bingo games offer $100.000 jackpots. 
also argued that states should he al-
lowed to regulate
 the games because 











 a Phoenix. 
Aril 
. lawyer representing two 
Indian  
tribes in 









 the games on 
resers at ions entirely 









down and put them out of business," 
he 
said. 
He added that the tribes are s 
lant in presenting organized crime 
in-
filtration. 







 "Their interest is in 
maintaining  the integrity" of the 








law enforcement problems. 
Nineteen






































 Nu pledges are
 selling Cal 
Howl T-shirts 
from  a.m. to 5 p.m. 
through Friday 
in front of the 
Student  






Ski Club is taking
 sign-
ups for 
their Jan. 23 
Bear  Valley trip
 in 











Omega  fraternity 
Will  
hold
 a raffle for free 
gifts  from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m.
 tomorrow onthe 
first floor of 
the 
Student Union. 






The Department of Meteorology 
is 






 Is The The-
ory Still Valid?"
 at 11:30 a.m, today 
in Duncan Hall. Room 






 Book Talks will 
present  a 
guest 
lecture  on high tech and the 
com-
puter age 
by Jack Kurzweil. a proles-
mir of electrical engineering.
 at 12:30 
p.m.









The Gay and Lesbian Student Al-
liance will show a video
 titled "The 
AIDS Show Unitinished 
at 4:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student 
Union 
Almaden
 Room. Call 
Steve  at 
293-46311 for information. 
 
MEChA is holding its general 




Call Carmen or 




The Theatre Arts lkpartment is 
presenting "Manikins," an experi-
mental 
science  fiction play . at 7 p.m. 
today in Hugh Gillis 





The SJSU Syiitphony Orchestra 
will 










Campus Ministries will 
hold
 a 
Vietnamese Basle study class at 4 pin  
tomorrow at the Campus Christian 





Center  will host a 
finals week support gioup at 5 p.m. 
ill-














 di 2:30 





 bingo for char-
itable purposes only, requires that the 
games he 
operated  by a 
charitable
 or-
ganizations' members and limits jack-





 the Indians be 
allowed to operate
 bingo games if they 
adhered 
to
 those restrictions. 
Bingo
 games on the reservations
 
of the Cabazon and 
Mooing()  tribes are 
for profit 
and their jackpots 
include 
new 
cars,  trucks,  boats and cash prizes 










 and he 




spends  SX4 
in an evening






 said the 





















to $250" so 
they 






















































9th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals ruled in February
 that reservation 
bingo games 




 because they in-



















may be distorted 
by
 sulfu-






 of the 
protective 
gas shield 



































physicists "think at least 








by satellite and 
ground 
measurements









conducted the research 
with funding 
from the National 
Aeronautics  and 
Space 
Adinin i strat ion. 
Rusch 




















hut will study that question
 









interested  in non
-chemical
 ex-
planations  of the ozone problem. 
While ozone in low-level



























 cases and 
deaths  during 
the  















erupt in Gaza  
territory
 
BIR ZEIT. Occupied West 
Bank 
1AP1   Israeli troops shot 
and seriously wounded a Palestin-





 marched to protest 
six days of violence in the occupied 
territories. 
Four Palestinians have been 
killed and 26 wounded since Thurs-
day in clashes with Israeli soldiers. 
In New York, the U.N. Secu-
rity Council passed a resolution 
Monday 
condemning the violence. 
and Egypt  yesterday
 criticized the 
"violent repressive measures." 
The Israeli Parliament debated 
three motions 
of no confidence in 
the  government of Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Shamir for its handling of 
unrest in the 
West  Bank and Gaza 
Sip,
 which Israel captured in the 
1967 Middle East war. The mo-
tions 





 Gaza Strip, 
troops
 shot 
a 16 -year -old protester in the
 head 
when he tried to grab a 
soldier's
 
rifle at the Bureij refugee camp, an 
army spokesman 
said.  The youth 
was in serious 
condition  
at Tel Ha-
shomer hospital outside Tel Aviv, 
the spokesman said. 
Palestinians identified the
 vic-
tim as Khaled Shaaba
 Zihada and 





























































Reagan,  you 
should  
know,  we 
support the 


































dress,  held 
up
 the outlawed
 red,  
green
 and 











made  no attemt 
to 

















































481 E San Carlos St. 
Between 
10th














 the N.I.C.A. 
Will speak on the history 
of Nicaragua 
What's 
happening  now and 
her
 own experience 
She was 
in Nicaragua from 
1985-1986 
in 
the city of 
Esteli 
Wednesday,







by the Women s Resource 
Center
 
and Funded by the 
Associated  Students 
L.A. 






























8 to 9 pm, 






























































 and the WILDEST 

















































































































 Ed /,ant. 
Two 










































































Office  will have to sign 
an 
affidavit,  
stating  that a 
check  
dated  
Nov. 20 was not 
re-
ceived,
















to get your vopy 24 







lessionel  growth as 
Volunteer  in. 





services.  admin data
 processing. 
public awareness,  fund-raising, 
etc. Bi. 8 mono
-lingual.
 all roe 
pers. grad 8 undergrad Expert. 




WE NEED YOU 
Neer campus IC EF PO Box 
952, SJ 95108,280-5055 
RESEARCH PAPERS 15.278 AVAIL. 
ABLE, Catalog  $200 Research. 
11322 Idaho. .2060T 
Los  An. 




BUGS FOR SALE", San Jose  best 
BUGS All guaranteed., 100..) fi-
nancing. OAC 




 297.8200 5200 discount on 
vehicle purchme w unto I 
77 TOYOTA COROLLA HATCHBACK. 
AC stereo fog lights alarm 
51300 Call 279-4697 
COMPUTERS
 
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS Rent 
time on a LaserWriter Plus
 
printer Wordprocessing and 
straight typing sem.. aim/ 
Call
 
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup 
and delivery Reasonable ales 
quality work, 
COMPUTER EASE Computer time or 
privete  
instruction on the IBM PC 
in Wordstar, 
wordperf  am. writing 
assistant
 or professional 
editor 
South San Jose




DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS 
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS 
Por94bles.OSBORN.TRS-80  
Over 500 
Disk  formsts 


























 $240 Letter qual-





3rd  St 02. corner of 
San  
Salvador PC-COM,  295-1606 
FOR 
SALE 
ACT II COLOR 
PRINTER. Dol matrix 
color
 ink let printer. 132 
col work 
with IBM compatible





Create  your 
own













boss Pius, 900 S 
Winchester 
Blvd 








 end sire 
(23"I  of bike. 
but you can 
own a 
new 
12 -speed tor 
less



















 Ask for Joe
 
WHY
 BUY SEMINAR COURSES,
 Bor-
row them 










Well also accept 
any used 
courses for 
































 Pick up lob
 descrip-
tions  and 

































































































days.  10-35 













































 Part time (20)  












cause  of our 




math  and 
reading
 skills Sr., 
plus
 Some 
















are  possible and 
you  may 
earn
 2,3.4 <resells per 
quarter or 
semester During 





 full time wort, is 
evalleble  
Call today for 
Information
 and an 









275.9885  If the 
line
 is busy. 
please be 



















market  auto 
club memberships for




hours.  weekly paychecks





provided  Great ever,
 




TEACHERS 8 AIDES or
 preschool 
LG SJ 
area 6 ECE units preferred 
(408)723-1131  
TEACHERS





 Need ECE. enthusrom,
 
and  creativity 
Flexible
 hours & 
friendly 
stall Little $chott. 
Prr.
 
school. 238-1474 or 274-4726 
TELEMARKETING EXCELLENT COM-
MUNICATORS needed  to sell 






 (TEN) $10111 
 
BONUS Call Mrs. Green at 377-
3000. 
TELEPHONE SALES -part time. Sell 
subscriptions to the Mercury -
News Guarsnleed
 6498k,. plus 
commission Shifts, IIAM-IPM Of 
4,30PM-8,30PM, 
plit. 
Sr. Cell loam (408)963-1800. 
HOUSING  
AFFORDABLE HOUSING!! STUDENT 
DISCOUNT Fully 
furnished,  se-
cure and safe rooms. FREE utili-
ties and housekeeping 
service
 
Reasonable rates -shared  or sin-
gle avellable 
Walking  distance to 
San Jose Stale Office 72 N 5th 
ST. 998-0234 








LOWEST RENTALS SAN JOSE, 
No
 
SJSU S downtown Frm
 $195 mo, 
chsrming neat clean Victoria. 
008-t  
0e91
 295.4483 9714094 
NONSMOKER NEEDED TO share con-
do $350 rho I 
20111. turn MBR 
bath. Nester. pool 258-5528 
NONSMOKER NEEDED TO SHARE 
CONDO-6350  1 2 Mir turn 
MBR.btklacuzzi, pool. 258-S528 
PVT ROOM 1 2 bik tom 
SJSU
 Ktchn 
pro preNr upper level male stu-






 for Jenuary Huge 
security. 2 !Arm 2 bth 1 bik from 
comp.. 148 E 
WHIM.  & 4th 
See Kelly or call 257.5316 
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE Large rrn 





$175  dep 








 of a research
 project 
If you have had 
low back pain 
for 
more




















































Brian  at 290-
2308 
HILL

























contact  club 
18 















































 and Mat 









 & Roberts 
Book Store 

















335  S 
Baywood  Ave.













 their pd 
Let's 
do beverages, 











 10 45 am . 
Catholic 4 00 and 
8 00 pm Please 
































 Mel 15% 
dimounts  to 
students and 
faculty
 Call before 
Christmas. 
1986  8 get your
 1st 
mot 
al I 2 price Unwonted
 hair 
disappears with 
my care Gwen C 
Cheigren,
 R.E Call 
559-3500.  for 
spot.  1645 S 
Bascom A. MC 
HAIR TODAY 
GONE TOMORROW 
EE s IE 
s.
 IS THAT DESIGN
 propel 
due 8 you 
have  no resources tor 
Nem 
or what to build, SHI
 Elec.  
Ironic. is committed
 to offering 
low




 needs for 
the student Call Days 942-7736. 
Eves 293-4780 ask
 tor Joe 
IMMIGRATION
 ATTORNEY *III con-
sult with SJSU student for 30 min-
utes FREE PrectIce limited to 
all 





within 10 minutes from campus 
Call 
Robert  Ng at 
(408)  289-8400 
for n 
appointment  





 & business. rekeying, locks 
& deadbolts installed Mobile-
bonded -licensed Open 9 to 6pm. 
Mon thru Sal (Sun by appoint 
ment) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME 
Ron Hughes 
owner  member -NIA. 
UA Evergreen Locksmith & Se-
curity 
call 270.3277. SJ 






 rate with 
faculty or student ID Private 8 
confidential 
Weekdays. evenings 
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly-
sis 
Center.










PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ. 
err scholars,  
and public officials 
Specializing in 
historical,  poliii 
cal,  
blogrophical  topics Student 
discounts 
available
 For free Into. 




STUDENT  DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now,
 Save your teeth, eyes 








SKI NORTH TAHOE. Sun n' Sand 
Lodge, 8308 N Lake Blvd, Kings 




546-2515 615 per 
person double occupancy, 15 
each additional feeautlful motet 
on  lake, TV,  minute. to North Star 
TYPING
 
AARDVARKS DON'T TYPE, WI I do. 
Theses,  dissertation.. report. 
Eight page minimum, six months  
free disk storage On-11ne  word 
processing. ask for Joys at 264-
1029 











Guaranteed  work 
Only
 10 min 
tiles from 
campus  Words and 
more (Pamela) 9217810 
ABSOLUTELY. ACCURATE,
 AC-










double spaced All work guar.  
ante. Trust Tony 296-2087 
Thanks
 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word procesIng P J 'sword pro-
cessing offers quality guaranteed 
work at competitive rates Experi-




resumes,  manu 
scripts & letters Loceled in North
 
San Jose, only 
minutee
 from cam-






ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 
All
 
tormnts & group propects vrel-
come Spell check every time,  
fre  






 fing on 
SAMNA
 8 word perfect 
*prewar* Hrs ME. 530-530 Re 









 REBATE $5 cash discount 
to new customers








reports 2-9 pm. 
Professional  
typist and Milled word processor 









and delivery Highest quality work 
.1 atuden1 rotes  SI 50 page Call 
School 
Daze 
DAYSTAR .1 358-2717 
ACCURACY ALWAYS Professional 
result. every th. Theses, pa-
pers. resumes and dissertations 
Serving Evergreen. 51.1 & a few 
minutes from SJSU Student dis-
count with this ad or ID 
Call  
(404)224-0852 
AFFORDABLE worn) PROCESSING 
Specializing in resumes term pa 
pers.transcription No pb too 
Wall. Student 
dlmounts  Near 






paper tor only 
$I per page. double spaced On 
campus each day Ion pickup & de-











































A WAY WITH 
WORDS  prompt,  accu-
rate,
 literate. 13 A In history Wang 
Isaac Newt 
Word Processing, spelling errors 
corrected Long manuscripte wel-
come Will pick up. deliver Also 
available critical reading,  asale 
twice in rewriting Dan O'Rear, 
978-0277 
BARRE'S WORD PROCESSING Heve 
lob will process Experienced 
In
 
theses, manuscripts,  papers.
 re-
sumes, professional back-up 
work 




 Barbs al 926-4370 
BECK SECRETARIAL Student pa-
pets, resumes,  business typing 




 Ilse a1287-8234 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA 
Fast,  aceurele typing and 
word 
processing
 mailable seven 





















Brenham  area. Free 
disk  storage 
Prof Steno
 Typing Service (408) 
264-4504.
 
DICTATION,  EDITING!. 
ACCURATE 
FAST!, Cell 379-3519 ask for
 Shit 
ley 
Do you have 
 paper due soon? Does 
It need to be 





 turnaround accurate 
$20. page 
993-9260,















Former  English maim highly 
de 
pendable Willow














dissertations  (Campbell. 





























tations,  etc 
for students and fac.
 
urty








 TYPIST" Near Leigh & 
Corn 
dart Reports,  
term























































































PAPR  WOVE WE 
t 
'.'7H(5
 STR/P P,5$101E- 
V ...AND






































































  :_,. 




































 needs Term papers 
reports
 
resumes,  cover loners. 
theses,  dissertations. 
manuals 
All academic
 formets APA 
Spelling,
 grammar, punctuation 
assistance All work 
guaranteed 
Prof...tonal
 confidential and de 
pendable service st AFFORD., 
OLE RATES. Free
 Mk storage 
Pam. 
247.2681  (Santa Clara) See 






















































































































Mc Will eke in grammar melting. 
punc,Ntion
 For prompt. 7 day 
remonse, leave message tot 
Pamela
 et 008) 275-6253 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST.term 
papers,  
thous, etc Accurate. prompt. 
$225 dbl space per peg. 
Sara-
toga area,
 call Joan st 741-5880 
PUT 


















QUALITY TYPING SERVICE  for all 
your typing 
needs  Student rates 
ranging 
horn 11 to Si 75 per page
 










 leave message 
on machine 
RELIABLE WORD PROCESSING 
DONE at reasonable rates with 





 check all documents Call 





 Assts  
lance
 with vocabulary. sentence 
structure,  and form if requested 
Cali 
266-9448  
RESUME & TYPING 
We




 Word Star 










block from campus PC.
 









 8 business eery 







SUPERIOR  WORD 
PROCESSING  re 
search & term 
papers,  thesis, dle-




minimum 1 mar 
disk storage 




avalleble  $200 per page
 

















 14081  738-1676 Sunnyvale 
area Long 




 mmil o your 
remittance  
TYPING TERM PAPER thesis disser-
tation Mc $2
 page Resume SIS 
Cell 14050923-7481



















0 Desk Top 
Serv-
o.. al 114-7562 Pick







QUALITY  TYPING 
SERVICE.. 





















spelling checked printed - 
in 
publications 
query  Erickson 
Word 






 Patti at 24115633 
TYPING
 SERVICE lot 
sludonts  end in 
SUMES, thesis and term papers 
Ressonable
 rat. Quality sery 




 Clo. to SJSU 




Fest  accurate work ave.. 
able seven days a week 
Located
 
in Ms Blossom 11111
 Sant. Teresa 
area limited















3 Lines $355 
$435 
$475 
4 Lines $435 $515 $555
 
5 
Lines  $5 15 
$6.00 $635
 
6 Lines $595 $6.80 $7 15 
Each Additional Line Add


























5-9 Lines $4600 
 
10-14  tines 
$6300
 
































Print  Your Ad Here 
(Count
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For
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 dates on' 
 No 
refunds

























 M. McNair, the Episcopal priest 
and 
professor  whose 
bib 
overalls,  quick wit 
and use of colorful language
 made him an 
SJSU "institution" for nearly 20 years, has 
died of cancer at the age of 
70. 
McNair. an 
associate  sociology 
professor
 
who used four-letter words for "shock value." 
died Sunday morning at 
O'Connor Hospital in 
San
 Jose. 
A memorial service will 
he conducted at 
I 30 




Benton  White, cttordinator of the 
SJSU 
religious
 studies program and a 
longtime  
friend of McNair's, is in 
charge of this af-
ternoon's service. 
Ile will be assisted by the 
Rev. Wayne 
Muria. a Catholic priest from 
Manteca who was one of McNair's 
students  in 
the early 
'70s. 
Maro credits McNair with having a major 
influence on the his life, including Maro's de-
cision to go into the priesthood. White said. 
McNair taught classes 
full  time beginning 
in 1965 and retired in 1983 because of arthritis 
in the hip and knees, which made it difficult for 
him to get around without crutches or a cane. 
Nevertheless.
 for  2 V's 
years 
after retiring. Mc-
Nair continued to teach two sociology classes 
part time V. II how pay. 
iversisted
 




 Sociology Department 
Chairman 1:in C. 
Amemiya.  




 worsened to the point that getting 
around was difficult, Amemiya said. He said it 
was only about a 
month ago that McNair  found  
out about his cancer, and he took the had news 
"%kith  a sense of humor " 
e 




 "His classes 
were
 always full." and
 yet 
he 




 ask Amemiya for








people  - with an 
out-
standing sense of 
humor."  said Bill 
McCor-
mack. a professor




years and who was a 
friend  of McNair 
for 10 years. 
Sometimes, 




 McNair used 









 'If you get the jocks in 
class, then everyone 
else will show up.''' 
Mc-
Cormack said.
 "He was great in shock 
value.''
 
White  said McNair 
liked
 to challenge peo-
ple's traditional
 assumptions. 




 "I'm all for the 
experience  of marriage. 
hut live together 
first, for God's sake. 
Marry 
after the child 








around  campus, 
McCormack 










It was sy mbolic of 
McNair's
 
vow of poverty, which 
he
 took













loved hint because he 
shocked, 
irritated or 





 he marched to 








meant  a 
great
 deal to 
different  peo-
ple, 









  White 
said.  
1100 





dead  at 
70 








































School.  the 
seminary  at 
the 
University  of 




 at the 
Church  Div 
inky  School 
of the Pa-
cific in Berkeley 
He 
received a 
Ph.D.  from 
Harvard.  
McNair  will 
he






























directed  to the 






















































































































In My House 
Hooked
 On Love 
ItC11' 
/C.























 Arise/Give It Up 
In The Air/Movement In 
The Light 
THE CURE 






















































Robots assist Jay 
Pinson, Dean of Engi- 












 and Dan Dworsky, 
in 
front  of the building 





































































































was dug, not by 
man,



















din Inun the ground to 









Baker.  another 
engi-
neering  school 
technician,  then 
handed it to 
















been taught the 
procedure  the 
night  before and 
had  gone through 
the rou-






















 from page I 
Scott Valor. A.S. director 4,1 
















 this far and 




this (changing the name) is not 
that much 
of a significant 
change.'
 he said. 
Nigel Murtagh, chairman of 
the credit union space
 commit  
tee, said there




 the credit 
union  
outside tA A.S. offices, but de 
dined to elaborate. 
"We're
 in onte kind 
of ne-
gotiations right now," Munagh 
said.
 
Murtagh said credit 
union  
organiters are concerned that il 
the name is changed








the Jan. 19 
deadline, 
He
 said organi/ers walicI 
111k
 weeks to receive
 a 
tax identi-
fication  number from the Internal 
Revenue
 Service and there is a 
possibility  of losing time to reg-
ister a name change. 




 prior to opening 
shop."  
Munagh  said. 













to invest in the 
Washing-
ton Square Federal Credit Union 
*cause It is an independent or-
gamtation
 
lie said if they are 
asso
 
















is revoked, organiters will 
have 
to show proof that they have  sup-
port 
and a space

























 the field 
and at-











sically  learn the 
same
 things in the 
aca-
demy. 
"People have told 
me that things 
don't apply from college." 
Through
 her extensive
 work with 
the 
cadet  program and in the police
 de-
partment. Beiderman said she's ready 
for what the job entails. "I'm prepared 
for the bad times as well as the good." 
she said. 
'lBeidermant
 will he good for 
the  
department
 in terms 
of helping 
ere-









 that it was bad 












































College  in 
Maine.
 





seminary  at 
University  of 
the



















































should be directed 
to 






















































































































us and well 
send





from Educaid are not 





















premium is less than that 
charged 
by
 most other 
California  lenders. 
You get 
a 















with  poor loans are advised 














30 days poor to 






 School processing time,may 
take longer. Allow 














































9 THE ASIAN VOICE 
ON 
CAMPUS 
WILL THERE FINALLY BE 
ONE?  























by Theresa M Castro 
18 
BROADWAY IN YOUR 
BACKYARD
 



















27 TIS THE SEASON 
TO BE 
JOLLY?  



































































































































Access Magazine  acknowledges
 
On































 Mu Alpha Gamma 
Cover






('op y Graphics 



















If you're ready for the ultimate. 



























 Term Papers and Reports
 

























Third  St. 
across from
 McDonald 's) 
295-4336 
M -F 7AM-9PM 
Sal 10AM-6PM 
481 E. San 
Carlos  St 

















































Access is the start of a regular 
once 
a term publication that




community.  Each 
of the magazine's 
departments is in 
tended to show the 
university
 in a differ 
ent light. The nature of 
magazine articles 
allows our writers to 
cover a wide range 
of stories, from 
newsworthy
 issues to in 
teresting 
anecdotes.  
The staff at 
Access  is proud to be 
part of the 
revitalization of the SJSU 
community
 The face of the 
campus 
began changing this year 
with  the 
ground breaking for
 the new Rec Center 
in early October.
 Also underway is the 
demolition of the 1%2 
Engineering
 
Building to make 
room for the Project
 
88 construction
 And change is being re 
fleeted downtown with the construction
 
of the $39 million transit mall and 
the 
new Guadalupe 
Corridor  light rail sys 
tern 
Much is 
happening around this 
campus,
 and it is not 
simply construe 
tion. The magazine staff
 saw this issue 
both as a timely 
pioneering  effort and a 
needed improvement
 for the university 
We wish to thank the 
Department 
of Journalism 
and Mass Communica 
Sons. celebrating its 
50th anniversary 
this coming spring. for 
providing  us with 
their support.
 As with any new entity, we 
were unable to do all we would like to 
have done, and because
 of space limita 
Sons, we were unable to print
 sonic fine 
articles The staff would 
like to thank 
Cindy Johnson. Lucy 
Santopietro.  Ju 
liana I kilter. John




 student magazine. 
and we 
hope

















 We couldn't 
have started 
without you. 
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We're The New 
24









 we're  
clubs
 strong








 can boast such 
magnificent 
proportions.  
 Over 165,000 
total






 instructors, 24 
hours a day. 
And much, much morel 
 Over 405 
Nautilus
 machines no 
waiting!  
 Over 26,000 square
 








 square feet of 
Olympic  free
 weights  
and tons. 
 Over 100 




















And we've got 
a 
magnificent
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Are







Uwigi itentel lall. Wahl 
quist Library. Ti,t1:01 11011 and 
other buildings 












overcrowded, and the wounded must 
wait until emergency medical
 teams ar 
rive to receive aid 
As far fetched
 as it may seem, it 
could  happen if the 
San
 Jose area was 
hit by an earthquake
 with a magnitude 
of more than 
seven  on the Richter Scale 




 that hit 
Mexico




 in the next 211 
years a major earthquake will 
somewhere 
in California. "Alm, 
ervone agrees th.-,. should 
be one  
Bay 
Area... says l'nifessin 
of Geohxt 








major faults in the area. the I lavv..: : 
the 
Calavatas
 an,f the San Andreas. the 
San 
Andreas
 poses the greatest dange, 
It runs
 west of Santa Clara VAIL 
through the Lexington 
Reservoir  and tlic 
foothills of the Santa Cruz Mountains 
Pressure on the fault has been building 
north of I 
lollister  
'We're  not talking 
of 'if,' we're 
talking
 
of 'when.' says 
University  Pub 
lic Relations Director 
Richard  Staley "It 
may be in the 
next five minutes. 
it may 




San Jose State prepared to deal 
with the catastrophe of 
a rumor disaster 




list of concerns for San Jose State in a 
new disaster plan, 
which  lists its major 
goal as "the 









Universal/ Police Chief Lev., 
Schatz. the president's
 appointee, put 
together the 
plan that landed on the 
Chancellor's 
desk  on Nov 1 I le hopes 
that
 during winter session an emergency 
operation
 center will be set up sonic 
where on campus
 "We're not depend 





figuring  on a stand 
alone scenario
 from 72 
hours  to five or 








































communicate with the 
local hospitals, and assure there is ad 
equate water, food and housing. If nec 
essary,  he would set up a temporary 
morgue on campus. At the moment. 
Miller is working 
on
 establishing medical 
triage teams that would move quickly
 
from patient to patient 
to
 assess the ex 
tent of the injuries and determine which 
patients should be moved first. "Even 
wally everybody, even the dead, would 
get moved.-
 he says. 
Yet. Miller 
points  out a weak 
point  
of the plan 




 disaster occurs 
between  14 a m 
and 
5 p.m . but 
after  five, or on 
a week 
end, 
the  staff will 
be
 dispersed 






will  keep 
communications












 and a 
hand  cranked 
mimeograph
 machine. I le 
is also trying 
to obtain some marine 
batteries  to use 
with a microphone
 to help disperse 
in 
formation
 from the Tower
 to the cam 
pus





so that emergency 
information  can go 
on.-  he adds 
What role do 
students have in 
the 





 be involved 
as volunteers. 
"There's  nothing 




 I larold V. 
Manson,  special
 protects 




"The fewer the 
people that get 
involved the better" 
Neither 
Associated  Student Body
 
President
 Tom Boothe 
nor Associated 





































that.  There 
are  other things
 that top 
the  
priority
 board  
things  that art' 
in the 
front  of the 
students'  minds
  like the 
need









it is no 



























concerns and somehow earthquake pre 
paredness doesn't fit into the top ten 
The only students on campus who 
play a role in the plan 
is the Amateur 





 to move front the engi 
fleeting 
building, their original head 
quarters, because of 
the remodeling 
"We know that we are
 going to use 
them.- Manson says -*We're going to 
give them all the help we can to find a 
decent place to operate out of. We don't 


















 radio to 
help 

















































is not dependent 
on 
the club's 








can get on the radio and
 contact others 









just the small 
campus 
chapter
 of the whole
 thing. -
The ROTC 
is perhaps the 
only  
other student
 group that 
might  be in 
volved
















 in the per 
sonny]
 area 


























 be to c 















If anything would 
occur.





































































cautions."If  you tried
 
to nail down 
every  detail it would 
be so 
'If you tried to nail 
down 
every detail it would be 
so 
cumbersome























 preparation Is more a 




I've  seen many people
 who've 
had 
no training and can 
function  well in 
an 
emergency  and many people 
who've 
had training who 
can't. - 
"One advantage we have at San 
Jose State University 
is on the job train 
ing.- 
says
 Richard Staley. "We've been 
together so 
much  in the last five years 
that I think we are ready to 
respond,  
which is not

































is fun It  much better than 
drugs, and 
ounce  per t ,unce.
 INN c..nsRierably  less.- says Dr 
Fred
 Fit ,gers. a pall 
time English prt,feSSor




 me. One 
ot the greatest
 




that change in a 
student's  fa, e e,hen lw 
grasps  an idea That 
is a wonderful feeling 
It's
 all if these wonderful 
feelings  




 to overcome 
several
 




is legally deaf I le is also confined to teach 
ing 
from a wheelchair This puts no limitations, 








Presently teaching two classes at 5,150. Rogers was ap 
pointed associate professor in 1964. I le has written and pub 
lished six books to date. I Its intense love for the arts and liter 
ature is evident in his latest book "Painting and Poetry. -
wherein he draws the parallels between these two creative 
forms. 
When 
he's  not reading, 
writing,
 or processing 
words  on 
his computer. 
Rogers  is busy building 
onto his house with 
his  
wife. The 
two reside in a 
dome. perched 




Los  Gatos hills One 
room
 is a mini mill, 
devoted
 solely to 
the making of 
woodwork,
 a hobby which
 he and his wife 
have honed
 to perfection 
The Rogers' have 
put time into their 
woodwork  This is 
evident  by looking 
at






 the table 
in the dining 
room,  the 
towel
 racks and 
the bannister 
for the stairway
 "It's easy 
when
 you realize 
that  there are 
37'  . hours in 
each  day,..  he 
teases. 
Fred Rogers was 
born  in New York 















job  with the 
New
 York Central




with  art, he 
began  to paint 













































nom enemy attack 
Private Rogers was 
then
 se 
. ! t..! the radio 
intelligence  division and flown to Burma 
where




only eleven completed the 
mission
 R, 'gets suffered a 
  ,usly
 
injured  leg and was 
tempor.mly  
redirected






itary position overseas,  where he was assigned to stay on 
otter the war until all Americans were evar uated safely 
Thanks to 
the 01 bill, he was able to attend Fresno State 




 his bachelor's degree in 
English  in 
lust three years, and ,Acirked
 on his master's the fourth By 
this time, he was beginning
 to experience a hearing loss from 
the explosion of mortar shells in combat That didn't
 stop him 
from attending graduate school at Berkeley
 where he oh 
tattled his Doctorate in English 
,gels






volts.  And Intms1  
iite,ich at the
 University of 
al 















 ii !coil lips
 ill 
lendi 














 .leklitating str.,kes 
I le was 
forced  to 
learn
 speak







him greatly in 
wrinng  Phlebitis set in 
affecting  both legs, and 
now ,Itietols 
think it s 







teaching Yes. he is 
confined
 to a 
wheelchair .luring class 
but is able to walk with the aid of 
crutches at home
 Yo... he is 
legally deaf but can read lips 
fluently in sel.'0101 languages 
And yes,
 we cire
 lucky to have 
him teaching at S1SU 
When 
asked  what he feels 
is
 his maim 
accomplishmel
 it 
in life, he replies. -The fact that I have missed only one day 
of classes in Illt; teaching 




"Gather ye rosebuds 






 advice which he has 
followed  with a 
passion This 
man gathered his rosebuds, along 
with some thorns, and 
now has arranged
 his life in a beautiful bouquet 
(Editor's
 note In mid November.
 Dr Rogers
 suffered 
another stroke and WM forced
 tel
 reduce his workload to one 




handicaps  Rogers 
teaches  his 20th Century 
fiction 
class 
Fall Winter 1986 
The
 Asian
 Voice On Campus: 
Will There




















   iktledging that the approxi 
!lowly
 
I Asian clubs Oil campus had 
almost no communication among them 
selves and there WAS little hOpk, of yr(' 
ating any kind
 If
 unified Asian 
viiice  on 
campus 
-There's a natural separation be 
txxven these gn Rips." says David I lahn. 
((inner vice president of the Korean Stu 











this  Ne 
'nester. a group of Asian students have 
been hammering out a prop(
 isal to find a 
room im campus t 
be used by all the 
Asian  groups Given SJSU's cramped 
facilities, their proposal may he a hard 
one  tt, Meet 
Nevertheless,











 the Vietnamese Cultural Club. the 
Chinese Engineering Students' Associa
 
tion. ASIAN and the Asian 
Business  
League crowded around Hahn as he 
scrawled out the committee's prelimi 
nary consensus 
-What it is  The




 All the 
Asians  
' Place - Where
 we re targeting 
for the old library 
1 low - Student initiative 
 
litnewise




want  to 















iimprise  22 percent of the 
student
 population at San 
Jose State 
University.
 [mire than 
the  tiital popula 
non of all the other









bung block in their attempts
 to create 
unified voice 
Asian 
students  have 





Asian  Studies 
Depart  
ment. but 
they have met 





question of why they 
do
 
not participate in the phill  















 all the Asian studen! 
SJSU
 may speak English.
 the languagi 
is still a tremendous barrier 
for SOIlle 
The 12 member Ass(wiated 
dents Bi 
lard of Directors has
 three
 A 









 ,  
resented because those directors are ail  
third or fourth 
generation  Americans, 













mititrv...    




traditional  Asian Allieti 
calls  
SiriCe
 the relaxation of the 
Asian  irn 
migrant laws
 in 1965. 
whirl, 
tmened the 
Asian  immigt  i! 
In ni a trickle to a 
stream.
 the .A 




estimates that the tnaprir 
the 








 and Hong Kong 
And surrounding the university, he notes 
that the relatively
 
recent  development of 
the Southeast Asian community is prac 




 you're talking Mx out sec 




 'lire essentially talking about
 
Americans of a different ctilor." corn 
ments Lou. sitting in his 
paper  strewn of 
lice "There's almost
 no commonalities  
with the first generation people beyond 
inundane cultural things like kiod Lan 
guage is not there,  cultural 
mannerisms  
are 
not  there, the way of thinking and 
WI 'rid view are not there 
This presents a multitiered problem 




clubs  of the 
American born Asians essentially serve 
different purposes than the diverse Ian 
guage and culture 
oriented  Asian clubs 
on campus 
Last spring. Derek Chan.
 the presi 
dent of the Chinese 
Student
 Association. 
said  members of the CSA were not Inter 
ested in establishing unity 






 kind of seems impossible," 
Chan said "The main 
thing  is that every 
organization




 difficult to get involved 
in
 anything 
like that  (continued






















Let our trained staff help you 
and visit our full -service 
repair  shop 
Elliott Chandler 
83 So 2nd Street 





















Santa Clara SI 
Downtown


















Peter I _tittle 
to help 




 last fall. The 
club
 set a, 
its main 
























 a hi ,t step 
to improve
 their 
C011111111111(  its 
Ill  
We try
 to act as an 
umbrella  orga 
nization 



























 going on in 
general
 ( 




eager to get 
involved 
themselves.  they 
iust need SI Ole 




 income backniunds. 
inany first and 
second 









Once here. sr mile 



















 -Many  of their 
families are 



















to keep a 
sustained  
drive when %um have 









*in  campus. 
arid  vi/1.i  have those 
disparate interests 
It 
takes some event or 
some
 driving coin 
mon 
interest which serves
 their self in 
terest  
Ironically,  it is the self serving inter 
ests from 
each club which are 
fueling the 
current
 call kir unification 
'Initially we 






where  students could 
go to hold 
meetings  and 


















ent times to 




own  club meeting rooms 
Since university space is 
tight. Lou sug 
gested  to the clubs that it would be ace 
five to 
contact























 ir1 ntere,t It, iii 
ic many
 
Asian  clubs 
(.11









pale, 111 the IperatIVI. off. irt 
lahn, relaxing after a N1i 
evening  Asian Resource Center Initiative 
meeting, lixiks back at the separation 
between the
 clubs last year 
and 
ABL's  
attempt to get pe( Tie talking 
it 








 was lust 
Irving to 
hold a dance
 to get all 




There  was .1 
problem 
because  
when  we 
reached
 everybody
 and said 
let's get 
together  anti




worth  the 
effort.-
lahn recalls 
kind i il had the same feelings 
about this thing 
t,to. that it might fall 
than  The thing that is different about 
this is that we all decided not to have of 
ricers.
 but to work 
t,,getlwr and 









 this center 
The Vietnamese 









up shelves to 
hold  Vietnamese 
bisiks, 
SaVS Thanh 
Tran.  VCC's vice 
president  
Other
 clubs wanted a 
room to use 
for  the production
 of their 
individual 
newsletters.  and AB!. 
wanted  a  common 
place to put a 
bulletin  board to list job 




'Initially  we called
 it the Asian Ac 
twity Center.- say, ASIAN', Mel lee.
 "a 
place where students could go 
to hold 
meetings and invite guest speakers.' 
-We finally named it to be the 
Asian Resource Center where we will re 
quest library books. things that deal with 
Asian history. Asian culture, very much 
like the Chicano Center I guess our 
model would be to see how far the Chi 
cant  Center has come 
That could  be a source 
of
 problems 
for the Asian students  request for space 
from the university A Black 1 lispanic re 
source center was shut down in 1969 for 
lack of student participation. 
After 
years  of lobbying,
 the existing 
Chicano 
Resource  Center was 
opened  
in 
November  of 
11)t42
 Despite the 
work 
to get
 it established, the
 majority of the 
lispanic 




Our usual peak is around
 15 two 
pie who 




 Frank Rosales,  one of 
the two staff members of the 
Chicano 
Resource Center. 
"I think it's a waste  no one 
knows. I 
listory  majors come here some 
times,




Hispanics  I 
really
 
want to see ithire people use it 







 where I lispanics
 can 
meet 

























































has agreed to 








ward the establishment of the Asian Re 
source Center, however, do not see stu 
dent participation
 as a problem 
'It's hard to 







with a very 
directed purpose
 to be on 
campus.









 Ainencan Studies dept.
 chairman 
They say the center will serve as 
a 
focus for unifying Asian student activities
 
and participation on 
campus  The cen 
ter.
 they argue. will improve
 the image 
and quality of the university itself not 
only for  Asian students. but for history
 
majors. political science 
minors and for 
the community in general. 
To show university
 officals that the 
Asian student community means 
busi 
ness, the Asian Resource Center Initia 
rive committee began an informal peti 
lion drive in early November, targeting 
those Asian students not involved in 
campus organizations. The signatures 










and students in mid November Cover 
ing all their bases, the group requested 
both a classroom from sympathetic far 
ulty,  and scheduled a meeting with the 
administration's Arlene Okerlund. in 
terim academic vice president. to an 
nounce their long term plans of acquit
 
ing a permanent mom. 
"We've  kind of set up a phase one. 
phase two type of thing.- observes 
I.ee.  
"We'll try to start small, just to recognize
 
that we have a place on campus. That 
will give us a basis to say. 'hey look this 
is working out pretty 
well, now we need 
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 k lammers is 
on
 the go g 
tNt 25.
 he is responsible









the slice restaurant. 
Pizza  A 
( 
downtown San Jose 
Within the next year. the 
Young
 





University  Avenue in Pah) Alt., 
These unique restaurants
 mark the re 
alization
 of 




oped Whilt. iii 














 bash  ally 
came  In
 Ill 
BIOI1( . kkAS 
piaci.' 






 it was real 






two in the 
morning 
"I StAW 
what Blondie's was doing 





 !-:nakk I it, anti 
Dominoes
 have their 
,,kk
 
ii,pc't IA 'Mho 
in the pizza
 but. iness. but






w e oriented 
I thought. 'Bay,
 that's something 
I 
could get into. 
If I " uld ill that
out.
 it would do 
really  
Sitting in .1 
booth at the back ot 
his restaurant. 













not  consider 
pursuing his
 dream directly 
after grad 
uating from 
Berkeley "Basically,  it was 
just an idea in the






 a delivery man
 stacking to 
mato 
sauce 
I le received his
 degree in geo 
physics. but 
his  graduation coincided 
with the 
oil market crash in 1983. 
"At 
that point  I 
had to make 
a decision on 
what
 I was going 
to do.- he states
 I le 
decided
 to take a 
career  test, and 
to his 
surprise




business  than 
















decided  to 
attend 


















 high. Hammer's 
pizza and smiles 
make  for a 
perfect
 



















































































fit  in 
really 











 to put 










the  restaurant. 
I le came close 
to 
signing a 
lease  several 
times,
 but the 
deals fell 
through.  "University 
Avenue is 
very 
hard  to get 
into.-
 he points 
out.
 On 
one occasion he 
came so close that
 he 
drove into 
San  Jose to 
meet
 with his 
lawyer. 
It
 was during 




a for lease 
sign  across the 
street 
from his 






 the space 






into the new 
mass transit 









 this in mind. 
he decided 
to pursue the 
San (lose lease
 instead ol 
the one in Palo 
Alto 
The name Pizza A Go Co r (recurred
 
to hint while reading the
 New York !nag 
(vine. Details "I thought I read an ad in 
there a 
c( mph, 





A Go (P.- 
he 
says.  -I 
thought. 'that's a great name
 for a pizza 
place As it happened, the dance club 






it wrong in my mind But 
the name 













A Go ( ro to be 
distinctive  ( 
)nginally.  he 
imagined the


























on all the walls, anti dim little lights
 And 
when eating your pizza, the olive falls 
off, you can't see where it fell because it 
went into that carpet.- he says with a 
laugh -I iust don't get a 
clean feeling 
fnitri any pizza place. so I thought. 'Let's 
have 
a clean design. all white walls. so 
it's really light and airy looking 
Besides being trendy, the interior 
(if Pizza A 
( ro Go pr. 
wets  a mood 
remi  
niscrint
 of the .40s and the 
.i-rds 
The 
combination of pink and green pastel ac 
cents,  
stools salvaged from Wool 
worth's, a black and white tile floor. and 
a long dining ci runter. lend a nostalgic 
air to the restaurant 






sheepishly  -I 
ate pizza three or four nights a week.- he 
remarks, remembering how he searched 
for a recipe Once he found a recipe he 
liked,  he convinced a friend to work for 
that restaurant to discover its ingre 
clients.
 in exchange for a windsurfer 
At the same time. I lammers began 
I'm research the 
pizza delivery market lie 





dominant delivery areas I le was able 
to 
quickly compile the 
information he 
needed and left the 
ph
 before receiving 
his first paycheck 
On Jan 20,  P/Sb.





THE FUN AND JOIN 
THE  PARTY AT 
During the 
holidays, we want you to be 
our guest at our
 party. Relax and enjoy 





Dinner 5:00-10:00 Mon-Thurs 
10:00 -Midnight 
Fri  & Sat 
Appetizer 










Hour  4:30-6:30 
Mon -Fri 
DANCING 7 NIGHTS A 
WEEK! 
6:00 p.m. to 
Closing 
Dance  Inside or 
Out on the 
Patio,  which is 
Spacious.  Scenic 
and Equipped 




















 you watch. 
163 W. Santa







all  279 -JUMP 
Fall 
Winter  1986 
(continued Iron'
 presiloilti page) 










 iticrediblv fast We Went 
gill the 1101; until M.1V With eVell,' Week 
1100111y 






WIS 1.1s1 an lip 
tt.',1r(1
 










 as fast I hod throe 
basic goals in mind when I started," he 
states






to pack the 
place  out for those two hours, we mode 
'Confidence has carried 
me through where 
knowledge couldn't.' 
 Chuck Hammers 
that 
g.al  on
 out third day " 1 
k,
 
dis(  I 
SlIC  














An imp, irtant element to the It's 
tourants success is
 Its
 11111(rVatioll -- horn 
the 
MUSIC  in its juke 
Inn:
 to its prr
 iniuti 
nal Pil/r1 A Cu) CH, is trendy 




























































At that t 
101V people 11,111 Itean1 C1(1-, ma.'  
says
 
It was ifs. first 11-vtifly thing I  
here 
The  promotion packed the pl., 
pt minting a local dance club to 
III 
pi 
the same idea. 








its. we're going 
to have Pacifico beer v. -filch no ono has 





tt.-hich -has canic41 Me through %A I, 
knowledge couldn't " It led him into IL. 
first stage of his restaurant venture and 
Imiw into his future expansion 
Alt 
Iii







doesn't foresee remaining in the pheia 
business for the rest of his life ..I 
wouldn't  mind 
getting  back into  clothing
 
someday."  h., ,oys -It's a hut mole eh 
citing, piiias aren't 





different  ,111,1 










it is stiprIsillg  
t,,ilis
 
ci net  that the 





 be a 
101 ire appl'orgiate (10,4 
non lot Chuck I lainm('is  0 






















M -F 7-4 
Sat
 S- 2 
, 
tenni





AT CITY LIGHTS 












































Theater  ( 
ION Almaden. San





















Dancin,,2   
261 N. 







































 S, shop" Those 
were the boon
 






cotton  Si big  
city  
stores like Macy's and 
Emporium  If that's what people 
wanted. they could 
9) t(i San Francisci 
The headline was no laughing matter It signalled 
the 





was a hub of achy 
ity What 
had once been a familiar scene d families window 
shopping on a 
Sunday afternoon and strolling 
the streets at 
night would he replaced by 
derelicts  and deterioration 
No 
one foresaw the decline of the downtown
 area Six 
years
 prior to Valley 
Fair's  






it was proudly nicknamed, had 
experienced  its greatest 
growth
 since San Jose's birth 
in 1777 
A catalyst in the 
downtown's  growth was 
A P "Dutch': 
lamann. As city 
manager  from 1950 
through
 1%9. he was 
surrounded  by controversy for 
Iris role in developing the 
"Golden Triangle 
" lie annexed more than 
1300  parcels  of 
land during 
his career, and envisioned 
the  city's population 
growing
 to 3.000.000 Even though that goal was never at 
tattled, he helped San 
,lose  grow from %M(X)  
to





The swelled ego of 
downtown
 businessmen in the early 
FrOs influenced the
 City Council to ban 
large  commercial ton 
ing outside 
the core area bordered
 by Market. Fourth. 
San 
Salvador
 and Santa 
Clara  streets Their 
objective was to 
pro 
tect the 
strength  of downtown. 




 had a broader
 view of San 
,lose  
They
 proposed a 40 
acre  shopping facility
 at the intersecti, 
in 
of Steven's
 Creek Road and
 Winchester 
Boulevard  The City 
Council
 stood its ground




this  major project 
Santa Clara, on 
the other hand. 
was 
more 
than willing to 
accommodate  
the
 proposal. It 
went  so 
far as 
to change its 
boundaries  for the 
new development






approached  the 
San
 Jose 
City  Council 
with  another 
plan
 This time it 




 of shops to 
be known as 
Valley  Fair 
Fearing
 Santa Clara 
would change 
its  boundaries 
again.  
the City 
Council  finally 
abandoned  its 
commercial  zoning re 
strictions. 
Soon after 
Valley  Fair opened 
its doors, the city's
 pulse 
began  to fade. 
The
 mall had come
 to stay Its 




 from the 
downtown  area. 
The 
downtown's  small 
stores  couldn't 
compete
 with the retail
 














forced to shut 
down 
because 










 lead and 
aban 





 at one time 
had clamored
 to the 
city
 were 







shadow  of 
its  former 























her prA, marked the formation of the first Redevok ipment 
Agency, which is still going strong hiday 
The
 Park Center Redevelopment.
 constructed on a 5') 
acre area between 






They sought a bal 
id 
pleasure, and 
the end result 
was  
,ancial 
center  and the 
Center
 for Per 
forming  Arts 
On the heels 
of the Park 
Center prolect. Calm' 
San
 
Anti Mil) Plaza pnlect 
Some 
of
 the iicr 
omplishments




ri mstruc ti(.in of McCabe I Lill .1111,1 the creation 
of San Pedro Square and Paseo de San Anti inii 
Ti slay. downtown is still referred to as the "(jokier) Tn 
angle.- this time bound by highways 2SO. 101. and 17 It 
is 
the Redevelopment Agency and City Council's 
goal  to 
 
create an atiniisphere of economic vitality which will 
once again establish the city as a regii
 
inal. financial,  and corn 
mercial center if 
Santa  Clara 
I list( irv seems to 
have repeated itself 
with
 the reopening 
of 
Valley  Fair amI the 
redevelopment  of the
 downtown area 
This time. armed
 with the -San
 Jr ise is go 'wing
 up'' cam 
piiyrt 
Sari JOSC IS 
wiser.  sty( 'tiger. and 
more humble than 
was in 
the  1950s 
S(.x.in
 downtown streets will 1/IWO again be 
idlye  with 
per,* of all ages those who knew
 how it had beeii. 
and those 
looking to see what it will be 
Its pulse may have 



























 getting a 




With  the ground 
bleak 
 o ke, 









closing  ot iSit  king lots,
 the red 
zoning  of San 
Fernando
 Street. the de 
tours,
 the noise, 








But this is just 
a taste of what 
has  
been  going on by the 
mouthful  right 
next
 door I low many 
students  really 
know 
what's
 behind the dusty. 
gaping 
roads 
around  the 
university?
 And why 
the
 city organized trolley 
car  tours for se 
nior citizens? 














 our eyes  
the 
maturing of 
downtown  San .lose 
Although 
downtown  is the univer 
sity's next 
door








 On the surface 
it's not a pre 
tty sight,  
but beyond the dust 
is
 a broad 
tapestry of sights 








 is corn 
pleted, and the 
city
 reaches its prime. 
it 
hopes to 






 a whole 
Admittedly,  the 
city has often been 
thought of 




 SjSU students. But
 with the 
improvements
 both on 
campus
 and in 
the city, downtown 
will now become 
more accessible 
to













 the arts The 
"Art  at 
Eight"
 poetry 



















Many  of the 
participants  




















 arts are 
taking

















City  Lights 
Theater.  
Downtown 
is about to 
become  the 
focal point










































What may ini 
tially attract 
people. 
especially students. to 
downtown is the de 






about a seven block 
stretch south of San 
Carlos Street along 
First and Second 
streets. The
 plan env, 
sions the 
area 
evolve into dot, 

















and Grill, on the 
tier of 
First  and 
Salvador is hewn,  
iaait and rhyth, 
and blues bar 
Cr
 




 client.  
looking for 
avant 




The  Fox 
awaits
 Wu 
Eulipia's Restaurant, with 
its Upstairs at 
Eulipia Bar and 
sometimes  playhtiuse. 
has hosted many 





 to last 
October's
 
theatrical  presentation of "Jack: The Es 
sence of Kerouac." And. the 
Phoenix  
Bookstore and 
Espresso  Cafe, housed
 in 
the Dohrmann
 Building, is a 
favorite  
among students 
and  downtown work 
ers. 
Much is happening
 on this thin 
stretch
 of asphalt, despite the presence 
of a 
pornography  theater and sex 
arcade  
on the same street. 
Bob Ruff, protect 
manager for San 
Jose Redevelopment 
Agency, 
says the porn and sex shops will 
naturally leave once 
the  influx of restau 
rants and retail 
shops  begins. 
One of the highlights
 of the Market 
Gateway Project is the refurbishing of 
the beautifully
 architectured. 1929 





bra style. and 
last of the
 gi 
theaters in down 
town. the Fox was 
bought for 2 mil 
lion in Septembet 







ing arts house. 
"We plan to 
make the theater a 
community  asset." 
said Mayor Tom 
McEnery when the 
city bought 
the the 
a ter. "It would 
have been a shame 
to let it fall to the 
wrecking ball the 
way so 







 11 . 
-rhe 'hooka., 
h>se hk,,,je,,, had 
Ili 
It WaS Sold '  
(rice 







To.   
walls  
are  completeli, 









and  the blue marble 
tile train, 
large 
stage area are among ds 
))tents






plirChasti.  the 
this 
been kept sectire 
The Inc..
 sCatteted 
SeiltS  that  had been 
npped olit of 
then 















heel) installed Rut the






























 been the Sin .lose 































 Klatt. an iii 











 rises behind the 














Use of the theater 
that  last Sept 
titular.
 fillff 



























the pr. icess If it major 
relmbilitation  
Alth.iugh there 










 hall. with the 
heavy min aways 
at
 the Center of Per 
lit 
ming Arts and other
 venues, a refur 
hished




the chat tli iif,mother  
decade














in the past Nina Veins





 the "Capital of 
Silicon Valley In 
1 
984.
 the city was se 
lolled as the 
location
 for the new 
Tech  




center will he loCated
 
lilt 
all eight acre 
sight along 
the Guadalupe 






 Prevost streets As a 
-high
 tech- museum. it will highlight the 
developments in 
A:if:Mink'  and cont 
puter 
innovation  





























-- to be reconstructed 
right on the museutn's 
premises
 This 
would add to the importance
 
oi the 1111.1 
SOLIIII 




River  Park 
A unique quality of the two 
techno 
logical centers is their location in the 
heart  of the planned Guadalupe River 
Park The 
city plans to turn the down 








temational Airport The park will be art 




 as well as urban 
characteristics The Center of Perform 












downtown  along the 
park's stretch, offering an alternative 
resting  spot for downtown workers 
The 
Redevelopment  Agency  ex 
pects the Technology Center and the 
Children's Discovery Museum to draw 
more than 1 million visitors the first year 
of operation. 
and  Guadalupe Park 
promises to provide a major visitor at 
traction 


















closely with the 
Technology  Center is 
the Guadalupe 
Corridor
 light rail lines. 
Its first stop will 
be at the Technology 
Center 
(making  the center even easier to 
get 




transit  system 
will 
extend Mini IBM to 
Oakndge Mall into 
downtown It will then continue on to 
Silicon Valley's 
Golden  Triangle area. Ii 
nally ending at Great
 America A transit 
mall between First and Second streets 




 Is cast granite paved
 
sidewalks lined
 with sycamore trees.
 
benches. pedestrian rest areas,
 and retail 
shops
 Downtown thru traffic will be re 
routed to avoid 
congestion  in this area 
Renovated trolley 
cars  will also be on 
hand to shuttle light
 rail riders to the cm 



















project  that 





























 are slated 
to become 



















within  a 
city  This 
concept  is 
the
 guiding 



















Originally scheduled to be corn 
Oiled in conjunction with 
the 583 room 
Fairmont
 I lotel  - now under construe 
non on 
Market  Street -- the project has 
been described as a major 




Director  Frank 
Taylor.
 
it's  a dream that 
has brought
 world class
 action hi a 
world
 class city 
The  story td 
wit 
will 
be luxunous as 
anything  being built, but 
the piece
 de resistance
 is the 
1511.1XN 
square feet of 
shops  and restaurants 
that 
will line the
 Paseo de San 
Antonio from 
First  to Third 
Designed




 Los Angeles. the 
open air mall 
will house 
two levels of 









 and dining 
areas. 
Shops  will be 
required  to 
be of 
comparable 





in Palo Alt() 
The 
mall
 will have a 
metropolitan 
personal 
Al. gearing towards 
the specialty shire 
shopper Preliminary  
sketches  if the pa 
vilion promise
 an architecturally striking 
complex 
The San Antonio 
Retail  Pavilion 
will be the
 first phase of a 
new concen 
trated retail influx
 iii the inner city The 
idea 
of
 multi level 





 level retail 
shops will be 
carried throughout





Alley  Park 
ing 
Garage on Second. 
San Fernando. 
and 
San  Cark)s 
streets,
 will have 
24.000  
square feet of 
retail space on 
the ground 
floor All along
 the transit 
mall will be 
concentrated  retail





   t tiskin
 of corn 
mercy  that has not been seen 
since
 the 
1930s and '411s when the downtown 
was a 
thnving  urban center 
The "City Within A 
City" 
Anuther strategy
 in the 24 hour 




tractive housing along Third and Fourth 
streets Currently 




 on h /WM 
4111d Still Fernando streets. directly 









 galleries and restaurants, an 
elegant lobby with 
a 
24




curtyard.  swimming 
pool.  
spa and mut eational ,jytn The planned 
occupanc
 y for this luxury 
hotel  is 185 
apartments, 






plexes and town houses are currently in 
the planning stages. The Silicon Valley 
Financial Center's promise to be the 
"city within a city- should be helped 
considerably with
 the creation of this 
new 
housing  Not only will downtown 
be a commerce center, but there will be 
interaction with the dos: by residential 
community  
With these downtown devel 
opments and restorations, San Jose will 
cam: on the heritage of being "Califor 
ma's First CIN"
 
and SJSU will be 
a 
vital 
part cif this There are even plans to have 
a walk way extend 
from  the heart of 
downtown through San Antonio Street 
into Fourth Street and right into SJSU. 
physically linking the 
two entities. Down 
























looks  more 
like war time
 
Berlin).  but 
this
 city does












San  Jose, 



































































































 some non profit 
theatres 
that operate




says,  but none so 
well off 
that  there is no 
concern-  -"other-
wise they'd be 
commercial theatres. -
Among those 
considered  success 
ful are 
San Jose Repertory
 Theatre and 
the San Jose 










 like San Jose 
State University  
Theatre. Even so. 
play 
seasons 
are generally planned 
with audi 
el ice acceptance
 in mind. 
Only
 San Jose 
Rep's  James P 
Heber 
expresses  a tear of 
seeking  lo 




 be popular, we lose 
and lose big.- says Reber. 34 year old 
founder and executive producer of San 
Jose Rep. "We're just interested in sell 
ing 
people on the idea of going to the 
theatre,  going to an art form. -
In the
 early years of the Rep. it 
gave people "recognizable titles, . to 
make them feel comfortable  name 
plays.- according to Reber. lie had to 
play his own hunches because. "I didn't 
have money for 
a survey (of audience 
desires).- And each year. he'd add a 




 a sizable sub 
scriber
 list (more than 8,400 people) has 
taken away 
most of the worry about
 





makes  up the 





 of ferings 
"Vikings,"
 playing I /ec 26 to 
Jan. 
18: "Translations." 
running Jan 29 to 
Feb. 22: The Very Last
 Lover of the 
River 
Cane."  playing March
 V-./ to April 
12: "Master I 
laroki. .and the
 Boys, ' run 
ning April 16 to 




presented  in the Center 
for the 
Performing  Arts 




 says he's less 
involved  in se 
lecting 
the Rep's
 plays than in the 
past, 
and he bristles
 at the 
suggestion
 that 
Master I larold 





interest  in South 
Af 
rice.
 The show 













black men are 
old enough 
to be his father,
 he is their 
"master"  and 
has  because 
he










 should be 
doing,-  Reber 
de
 







 to the 
belief  in 
freedom
 to see:
 My God. 
this is 






 in slacks,  dress 
shirt  and 
tie,
 he displays an 
obviously  deep con 
viction in the power
 and propriety of 
theatre. 1 le believes
 that "humanity 
can't survive 
without  its artists.- and 
points to the fact that 
local theater artists 
provide 










 from $5 million to 
$10 
million in income 
into  the downtown. 
"The
 heart of this 
city is its art." 
Reber
 says. "and 
we feel we've
 given 
the city a 




 eight years ago, 
you  could fire a 
cannon down the
 street and not hit 
any  




bustling,  the city is 
undergoing reju 
venation.  City fathers
 have even pro 
vided land 
to San Jose Rep as 
a site for 








 the city 
center,
 one of 
the  key 
spots  it 
might  hit 
would  be the 
Center 
for  the 
Performing  
Arts. 






 or the 
offices  of 































 as to 






































ple wanted to see are being performed 
this year 
"Oliver,-  (which can in No 
vember): "The Best Little 
Whorehouse  
in Texas.- playing 
March 20-29. and 
"The Sound of Music." 
running May 
17 The fourth 
musical  in the season 



















 put on for people 
who go to popular
 musicals  it's a for 
mula that works 
for C1.0, now in its 
52nd  year. 
"But."
 admits Goswick. "it's frus 
nanny to the 
artistic  people that in order 
to sell a season we have to do tried and 
true shows But 
it's
 very difficult to do a 
season of non name shows
 and stay 
above water.- And CLO's $17 million 
season budget is a lot of 
water  to float 
above 
Goswick says CLO tried
 to do a 
brand new musical (titled. 
ominously.  
"City of Broken Promises-)
 eight years 
ago and it didn't sell. "The town was not 
ready for it then." he says. "Maybe now. 
audition 
for it. 
About  orie fifth of the cast 
- 
CLO show is union the 
rest non in, 
and usually local ackirs Guest artist, 
such as I larve Presnell. 
Ii Anne Worley 
and 
Nehemiah  Persoff. are brought 
in to 
star in many CLO productions. 
Yet in 
spite  of this display of 
Stilr,  
and line up of popular 
shows,
 CLO isn't 
able to sit back,  
relax  and wait for the 
crowds, Goswick says. New subscribers 
have to be 
sought, old ones retained 
And 
most  theatre companies 
have
 cash 




are  still there," Goswick 
concedes. 








deal with $150.0(X) ones. I 
think  it's 
lust the 
nature  of arts 
and
 theatre. If you 
want to stay 
just
 the same, it 
gets easier 
to survive. but if 
you  want to grow. it's 
difficult.' 





 health and 
longevity,  especially 




 "People don't 








be nice to be 
able to do new
 
shows,







ever,  do at least 





































we're  gaining 


















 want to 
months ahead to 
go see theatre and sub 
scribe 
to
 it,- laments Goswick.
 "They'd 
rather wait arid 
go out that night to a 
film 
or get some 
movie  tapes and watch 
them on their VCRs 
"We have to overcome
 that atti-
tude and educate them 
about theatre," 
he asserts. 
"about  the difference of 
see  
ing
 it there, onstage. live." 
And to help 





subsidized  a CLO 
program
 which allows 
It
 to sell season 
tickets to students  
in 
cluding SJSU's 
 for $10. or $2.50 a 
show, even less 
than
 admission to a 
movie 
(continued 














 of survival,  
one would 










 in which 
it
 resides. But 
that's 
not the case 
at San Jose 














explains,  all 
the rest of the
 oper 
ational costs
 have to 
come




 at SJSU 




 based on 
the in 

















 will say they
 
need to 
















and  the 
performance 
people will seek
 to present 
a specific style
 or styles 
of
 acting. Plays 
'It's frustrating to artistic 
people that in order to sell a 
season 








Opera  publicist 
which meet those 
objectives  are sug 
gested. narrowed 
down  and ultimately 
voted on. All theatre faculty, plus two 
students representatives,
 have equal 
votes. 
"There's
 no way to satisfy all crite 
ria 
or
 all ambitions, but this 
season
 is the 
closest we've come 
to meeting most of 
them." says 
Jenkins. a lean man 
in a 
close cropped salt and 
pepper beard. 
Four of the seven season 
produc 
lions for 1986 87 
have  already been 
staged:
 "The Effect of Gamma Rays on 
Man in the Moon 
Marigolds."  "The 













 described as a 
"parody of low 
budget













 set for 
March  27 to 

























are aimed to balance
 
out  the fall plays and overcome 
the
 mur-
der, massacre, mayhem 
and  melancholy 
of last year's shows" 
These are also 
the  plays he hopes 
will bring in 
larger  crowds than 
the
 more  
serious shows draw. " 
'Bullshot: " Jen 
kins says. 
"is slapstick. the 
stupidest  play 
we could find. It 
doesn't  have a thought 
in its head. It's




 It's just for 
people  to sit 
back and enjoy themselves,
 one we 
hope the 
audience will laugh so 
much  at, 
it will plead for mercy." 
As 
for "Midsummer Night's 
Dream," Jenkins 
says
 it is Shakespeare's 
happiest comedy
 and contains 
some of 
his best laughs. It also 
serves an ecluca 
tional purpose, 
he




 roles for the 
student
 actors is 




adds.  "there is a 
won  
derful variety
 of women's roles. and 
it is 
'do able' 
for students. If we did 'I 
lamlet  
or 'King Lear.' 





 actors for the heavy
 
roles." 
The Shakespeare production 
also 
comes after a year 
of
 school preparation 
in scansion (the study 
of verse for 
rhythm, sounds, 
denotative  and conno 
tative 
meanings
 and character 
indica 
lion)
 and acting style training. 
Likewise coming out of the
 Theatre 
Arts'
 $40.000 budget for 
the  year is the 
Dance Theatre 
'87 show. Jenkins 
is 
angry that the 
university  will  not 
provide 
musicians for 
the concert or 
musical  pro 
duction. 
"We  have to go 
out and hire 
people 
for music shows 
in
 fact, that par 
tially determines
 what we will stage.
 The 












college credit for 
working on 
the shows but they can
 get money from 
weekend gigs. so 
they take them rather 
than 
performing
 in the 
musical  produc 
tions. 
"And
 yet." says 
Jenkins.  "I don't 
mind running 
operations  out of our box 
office. It makes
 us professional, keeps us 
autonomous, keeps us 
sharp."  
Dressed in 
tennies, casual denims 
and a blue 
teeshirt  proclaiming 
the 
American Theatre 
Festival..lenkins  folds 
his hands behind his 
head, looks across 
the modest 
desk
 in the somewhat
 spar 
tan campus
 office he shares 
with  another 
professor. "We're 





 but I think 
we have a dignified 
season" 
If the university 
supported the 
theatre department









wanted.  Esoteric 
stuff." 
lie pauses. "But













 Clara St 


















































































































































 utsiders still delogat, ink, teler to 
th 
naem
 as the "barracks.- tempo 
ry dwellings
 built in World War 
11 to house shipworkers But when the 
ulnas were moved to San 
.14  AO 111 l'/47, 
then; became 
Spartan  City. 11 /1/.  
C/ 
rtl  
hOIlleS I.,. Sall JOtie State students A 
San Jose Mercury News article called the 
homes -termite infested fire hamrds-
and pointed ti n their 'peeling paint and 
paper thin walls - 
Located across from Spartan 
bra
 
dium on 7th Street,  Spartan City is the 
only 
family
 housing unit in the state col 
lege system still funded by the
 state But 
Inca for too much 
haw!'  





the University  !lousing Depart 
ment that the place 




and  fire 
hatards
 
were given as 
main  reasons for closing 
the 
complex,  
along with a 
$30.000
 a 
year operating deficit 
Some
 400 people reside in Spartan 
City and. based 
on
 negative images con 
veyed about the place and its impending 
closure,  
one would expect the residents 
to be poor. unfortunate -slum 
dwell  
els - But a 
tnp to Spartan Cat: under 















the  air. contrasting 
sharply  with 
the hectic pace on 
campus  
Two year 





the 10 apart 
merit 
buildings,  stopping 
(nccasnonally 
while a fnend 
"fills up- his trike
 with 
some magic 
propellant  fuel 
out of a gar 
den hose 
Some children 
play on a 
swing, others 






















tt'l /Mall in her 
mid 
twenties.
 (.1( WS non fit ale tn;pical
 pre 
conception
 of a Spartan
 City 
resident  
She  is a 
marketing  and 
Spanish  map 
nr,  
planning 




dressed. has a yen;
 outgoing per 
sonalay
 and 









mamed and has 
two kids The 
it Iva 
of the pl nor and 
wretched
 Spartan City 
dweller who 
barely makes 
lion a (1(w to 
day basis 
seems wring 
"Spartan City is kind of like an ex 
tended dorm A dorm with families,- she  
says,
 describing her home  "When 1 first 


















 /0k things into 








planted a little 
flower garden in 
front of 
their  apartment and
 stained glass 
deco
 






most  about 
Spartan City is the 
peo 
plc 
"There  is always 
someone  here kvho 
will  watch your 
children  Everyone 
is 
really 
friendly and helps (nut a lot.- 
she 
says 'Another
 reason for  
staying here, 
is that 















 of not 
letting  the  looks 
of 
Spartan  City 




 a inn WWI  
 )1 111Iee,
 V011 /tie 
1111tib/1111.1
 
IS w( irking 






and  W1.rks 
full














 outside It's 


















which  range 
from  
9,5
 to $200 
per  nu truth . students 
who  










It'd rld where we would





Susan  explains, 
hi 
ldiing 
het seven month old son in one arm 
while sporadically checking on her two 
other
 sons. Joshua,  two. and John 
David. four, who quarrel over posses 














amount  of 
























































A flock of parents and children 
down
 in the 
yard 
are 
excitedly  heading 
off
 inn one 




the cause a 
Spartan
 City resident 
managed





which were left over 







Fall Winter 1986 
A children s pool in the 
shower  becomes a 
makeshift bathtub 
for




-- some of the 
residents  
surprised that 
the pumpkins are free 
The kids love 
it 
Down in the yard, 
the.
 benefactor 







 interested in the. stun;
 about 
Spartan City. and 
after  chatting for a 
while. he invites the. reporter
 over for 
dinner on the 
next
 day Terese had said 
that 
everyone  was friendly here.
 Susan's 
comment 
that it doesn't matter what 
the  
apartments look like In cm the outside..
 
its what is in the inside  all that makes 
perfect sense now 
The following ahem, 
coils
 peaceful 
at Spartan City A breeze rustles the. 
clothes which are hanging out to thy 
Some of the pumpkins that Leo yaw 







weeks away. Leo appears and he and 
the reporter




apartment.  A 
few 
moments  later, a woman  in 
her  for 
ties knocks on his open door and enter, 






school at SJSU. 
works  part time and 
raises  her child  Like the other residents,  
she has received a letter from the hous 
ing department which introduces a new 
rent payment schedule She has diffi 
culty with it and asks Leo for advice lie 
immediately stops cooking and comes to 
her assistance After she leaves. 
Leo  crit 
icizes SJSU s bureaucracy -There is no 







 deal with the people at Spar 
tan City  no flexibility.- he says. 
To better this situation,
 Leo and his 
wife Nancy founded the Spartan City 
Family Association, an organization de 
signed to 
unprr Are relations 
with the um 















 he says. The
 
pumpkins




many efforts of the 
Association to bring 
pet iple closer 
to each either 
'You know. him, Jesse 
Jackson 
talks about the rainbow concept - well, 




this is the 








Bay Area You can't beat it 




 parents take care 
of each others'  kids,
 they work as the 
binding (actin.. bringing
 together those 
21M) adult residents,
 
Sc triteof wilu int 
come from 
Iran.  Central Alllt.11Ca and 
Mexico the rainbow. concept 
"As 




the night, because you 




 ages.- Leo says
 
"You 
have  sit mane; different financial 
situatiims  
Si 
/Me per iple an. 
married,  
some aren't And vet. 
right now we are 
together
 because of children and educa 
tion 











Yet we know that 
soon
 we'll all go 
our own 
ways  Five years,
 that is the 
length of Spartan City 
contracts




time to earn their de 
grees 





lentil soup. he feeds his 
three year  old 
(laughter
 Camille and six 
year old Nic 
ole As usual.
 Nancy has 
returned  from 
school 






loins in the conversation
 
An eiccupational
 therapy major, she is 
the 
president  (if the 
Family  Assriciatir cmi 
The little lime
 she has left 
between  
studying
 and raising her  
children  is spent 
trying to 
make
 Spartan City 
a better 
place.




lion was started was stnctly for positive 
reinforcement  for the 
people 
who live 










us here - 
ye x id support  
system
 
'One time a lady was having a hard time 







one day and found some bread and 
si tine eggs on her porch 
In 
spite of all that. there has been 
talk lately from fire and building inspec 
kits to 
tear  Spartan City 
(lima) and build 








have problems here like you have with 
all multiple. dwellings There are bugs in 
some houses and there are 
people
 prob 
lems and all that 
But  there are older 
houses in San ,lose right now that pen
 
plc' want to renovate Why do they talk 
about tearing these down and building 
nevi,
 eines?



















nine' of the apartments
 at Spartan City. 
Painting 




Leo fears that this 
could result in 









 basis,- he 
complains  
That's where the Association 
comes in again. 
Recently.  it opened a 
small community center in one of the 
empty apartments. and residents take 
advantage of the. place by holding bible 
studies or lust meeting informally 
"We. will have specially 
good mem 
ones
 once we. leave 
this place Better
 
memories  than we. would
 have had liv 
ing anywhere 
else  and being a student. -
Leo says. Concerning Spartan City's fu 
ture, he 










Residents enioy a 
sunny 
afternoon in front of one of 



















































sat)))  lile 
































































































































art. et ill 
imaged
 him to 
leave
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tu 




























































































































lip  the 
urage and milted

















k ir a Tie1.,)
 cateet in 
Tool  
estate 



















































































nse  above 
his  posi 








































she  says. 















































 selling real estate. she 
Spend,. 
1101 tillle al he! 






'TVS and Rill/itches pliukigmrilts 
Real




 T i ( ,  
Weeknights
 and Weekend,.
 kk hen the 
rest
 II 









emit, didn't start classes until 1 117 1. 
when  
he 































 moth losses 
"I 
thought














































































































































and  the Philippines 
to 42N:aMint' 
food problems
 at the 
canneries  I le 
built a 
modern lab from








thoughts  are drifting
 to a lob 
in public 


















because  he 
enjoyed 
writing and 
felt  confident at 
it But he 
joined Intel
 to help
 him through schi 
,ol.
 






change  his inind. 
"Who




Mexico  and 





saying Cuank  
is 


























































In a start 
up ci 
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may  be 
syrupy 
corn
 itt; if 
Cole 































































it's the sW,Iettge 
yoolitove. 
Trust ate, I 
did!'
 
and Fme Arty Major 
bS..uImuISU 
Army ROIL 






Call  277-2985 




















,C111  \o! 




























































































are  special 
times  when 
people feel 
they should 




think  hack 
to what 



































 back to what
 should be the
 
ideal 













 drinker or drug abuser,  then the stress surrounding 
that person makes home uncomfortable since the holidays 
are a time of festivities 
kiliday blues are also 
triggered
 by certain stages of life. 










mean conflicting feelings 









 depending on his or her 
situa-
tion at home. 
An older, returning student may be back to 
change or 
enhance his 
career.  Pressure to succeed at 
both school and 
work, and 
still be an active family member
 can take its toll 
and produce the blues. 
Counselors  at SJSU'S Counseling 
Services  are con 
cemed because students often 
wait until they are "severely 
depressed-
 before seeking help. Developmental issues,  like 
changes occurring during life stages, are problems that coon 
selors can help 
students
 with before they lead to serious de 
pression. 
"Depression is often a result
 of not being able to shake 
the blues,- believes Wall "A major
 occurrence is a 'morbid' 
state that goes on for 
more than two weeks.- as defined
 by 
the American Psychiatric 
Association.  
Two major symptoms of serious
 depression are dyspho 
ria and loss of interest. Dysphoria is 
a state of sadness. worry 
or hopelessness. 
Depressed
 people usually show little 
or
 no 
interest in activities that 
once
 gave them pleasure. 
A 
classic  symptom of depression 
is early morning wake 
up. when a person constantly 
awakens at 3 or 4 a.m. and 
isn't able to go back to 
sleep. 
"One reason
 for disturbed sleep 






first and then 
as
 a depressant.- 
Wall claims 




depression  can be 
rapid  weight loss 
or gain due 
to eating 
disorders  like 
anorexia  nerve
 isa (lack of 
appetite)  or 
bulimia  the 





















length  of the 
episode and 














usually  affects both 
mental  and physical 
processes, 
which  call have a negative
 impict nn line's life 
Any occurance 
which lasts longer than two
 weeks can lead to 
a severe
 episode. At this point, 
counseling  should be sought. 
Wall 
believes
 that realizing 
you  have a tendency 
to 
wards depression can 




 health habits teach 
people  to be aware of 
their needs. I 
encourage  people  to do 
one  thing a day that 
they 
enjoy. This can be anything
 from spending time 
with  a 
pet to 
listening  to your favorite' music 
Studies 
have she iwn 
that regular 
physical  exercise





 activity is 
also  important
 
since  a 
characteristic  of 
depression  is 
withdrawl.  
Making  the 
effort to see
 family and 
friends can 






offers  both 
individual
 and group 
therapy on a 
variety of 














Depression is often a result of not being 






 and developing motivation
 to study The therapy 
groups and 
workshops vary, depending 





 a 'Coping with Depression-
 workshop is 
being offered for the 
first time. The workshop,
 developed at 
the Universty
 of Oregon,  teaches 
people  how to overcome 
depression  and to understand how
 they became depressed. 
Counseling services
 are also offered for 
SJSU  faculty from 
Sally I larvey,  director 
of Employee Assistant Service's. All 
counseling sessions
 are strictly confidential. 
Counseling 
appointments can usually be 
arranged  
around  a person's schedule,  though 
the holidays are a busier 
time. A crisis service is available from 9.00 a.m to 5:00 
pm.
 
Monday through Friday in 
room  223 of the Administration 
Buikling for people 
with emergencies or 
questions.  
Though therapy
 groups and workshops do change 
each  
semester,  they are controlled by the 
needs  of the students 
and 
faculty.  Preventing the blues and depression 
requires  
time, effort and knowledge. 
SJSU'S
 Counseling Services can 
help you develop these skills for a happier 
holiday and a 













Student  Union  
Games  
Area 
San Jose State 
University  
home
















Tennis. . .and the
 latest in 
Video 
Games 
SUGA League Members 
open play discount  






 TO THE 
PUBLIC
 
Look for our 
**Special
 Tournaments





































SJSU math instructor 

















 make Your 
payment  A 
1,, 
of $35. 











 honey and 
almond  sham 
poos 
T. the left rests a 
delicate shelf 
with lotion
 and Q Tips. 








 enter and close
 
the door Into 
this tank, filled
 with 94 de 
gree water 





 float in 
darkness  If 












you  have 
lust
 had with 
the  floatarium 






executive's  in the 
Silicon  Valley. 
have
 taken the 
plunge















tank The 150 
gallons 
of water mixed with 
1.100
 pounds of 
epsom 






 on the 





































iarted floanog 2 































 to me 












































may  be hestitant to enclose 
themselves
 in a tank. but Cloutier 
main
 
tains that the floater 
is
 safe and in con 
trol While 
inside,  just push a 
butte /n, 
and you can talk to 
the desk receptionist.
 
turn on a light,  































































said.  'I can't
 






 I am 
dig gilk i,1/ti 14/16;iyii 1,111 
guages, sports performance. 
self discipline, leadership 
and weight 
contri,1  are avail 
able
 
Cloutier  says the creative. 
right
 side 
of the brain opens up in the 
tank. mak 
ing floaters 
more receptive to 
learning  
Physiological
 changes, lower 
blood pres 
sure and 
heartbeat  produce a relaxing 
state  
The 








listen  to 
tapes  that guide 
them through
 muscular 




people are buy 
zing when 
they
 come in. 
Cloutier  says If 
it's their first time. 
an hour float may 
not 
stop a racing mind. 
The extra help of a 
tape aids 
relaxation.  and 
later they can 
learn 
how to control




woman  decided 
while  floating 
that letting 
go of stress 
actually  meant 
giving



















-I. Ill a materialism
 hog.- she 
says laugh 
mg, "But
 I don't think 
that with all 
the 
pressure I 









 the floata 
num at a 
workshop  and 
decided  that if 
it 
could help 
her  sleep at 
night,
 she would 
be happy
 In the 
darkness  and 
solitude  
of the 




 her jrib 
She  
ignored
 it She 













 it off 
The  








time in, she re 
ah/ed the 
Wds  Ii 
iill'iTic'iilq, ii  
true She quit her 
lob  'My BMW %vas 
important to me a month 
ag 
Ni AA' 
tit tn. t need a  Mtl ;rt'Vk'
 iii 



















may  he 




 'sperm:,  
































I Mai ft tnstructor 
The (lomat:urn is not 
ccii a place 
where business executives think 
about  
work and money Accident
 victims ben 
efit. healing more rapidly through a pro 
cedure called hydrotherapy 
Cloutier  ex 
plains that if a person has 











 plays a nature scene. 
tak-
ing 










 healing pn 
ess "A lot 
of





the tank, while 










 it re 
flans: 
But. she says.






companies  and 
workman's  
MITI  
tlet1Sat1011 cover this 

























tanks  in the
 
'50s I le wanted 
if the brain 
would  continue 









out of the lush; 
travel
 Often, the 
use  of acid aided 
his 
trip 
Peter.  a Silk -on Valley 
entrepre 
!Med remembers
 the early sots(
 at, dep 
mak( m tanks 







tapes,  ht. 
said  'The purp, 
if you could distort your - 
how far you could push 
your mina'. I le 
wonders
 how contemporary 
floaters can 
learn abt tut 
themselves
 if they're watch 













must sign a paper 
promising they will ; 
use drugs. 
floaters  can still 
explore tlim..! 
minds. They
 are able to use
 the tank in 
darkness  and 
experience  sensory 
(1,1., 












gc ilf. he 






 he can watching 
it
 on TV 
M.
 ;  














front altered slat, 
float  constantly, and I 
akkak,s  going 
into what I call a 
never  never 
world,  and 
many tittles I know 
I'Ve  been there mix 
after I 
return  




about herself "You're not asleep 
like the twilight /one between sleep 
consciousness which 
is a very relaxmg 
place and can be very productive
 if you 
can program 
yourself  to know what to 
do,








 you have, psychological kik 
You 
sometimes  feel like you're floaki6 
out
 of your body . it 
can happen very 
quickly" 
Well, that's 
your risque trip into 
Tranquility 




stress  or traveling into altc: 
states, the floatarium offers a new.
 and 
at times mysterious,  passage into 
peace  
ful seclusion. And 
it seems, as long as  
live rushed 
and pressured lives. the l 








with purchase of 
a Dinner for 
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look for when 
you're 










San Jose Nissan I0 
Stevens





Almaden Toyota I 
West  









 Los Gatos Boulevard. 
los Gatos, 




















Irvine Nissan  








 Drive. Irvine 714.- 768 
0688 
Irvine Mitsubishi  
 .' 
 .  
. '.: " 
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126 Or 135 
Color 
negative  or slide 
from 
your
 110 126 or 135 
Color
 




135 color neg 
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